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DRY

FARM

POTATOES

Prof. Jardine Gives Results
Important Experiments.

Historic Washington Home Is to Go
ple though plain dwelling with the
idea that later he would erect a house
In keeping with his wealth and stand
J MEEP Ti'
ing in the community. Abingdon, beI AMD Tch
directly or
ing a Custis home,
MAKE MOM
remotely associated with nearly all
BKICKS
the colonial and revolutionary famThe
ilies in Virginia and Maryland.
house was built by John Parke Custis
Steam shovels are In 1778. It Btands about 300 yards
WASHINGTON". way
into the birth- back from the Potomac river and
place of Nellie Custis, granddaughter about three miles south of Washingof Mrs. George Washington and ward ton.
John Parke Custis was descended
and adopted daughter of Washington.
For years the shovels have been bit- from John Custis, who came to Viring trainloads of yellow clay out of ginia from Holland lu 1610. The son
the fields of Abingdon as this estate of this immigrant, John Custis II.,
was named by John Parke Custis, son built Arlington house in Northampton
of Mrs. Washington and this clay county, Virginia, naming it after Henhas been molded and baked into brick ry, the earl of Arlington, who, with
for the upbuilding of Washington city. Lord Culpeper, held Virginia under
Year by year the shovels have dug patent from Charles II.
Young Custis bought from Gerald
nearer to the old and battered frame
house where the most popular woman Alexander 1,100 acres of land, part of
of the late revolutionary and the early which is now Arlington National cemrepublican eras came into the world etery. He built Abingdon House and
and where her childhood was spent. there in 1779 Eleanor Parke Custis
Now the deep clay pits are but a few (Nellie Custis) was born. John Parke
yards from the house and probably Custis, an aid on Washington's staff,
not many months will pass when the died at Yorktown in 1781 and Washhouse will be no more. The clay ex- ington adopted Nellie and her young
hausted and the level of the fields re- brother, George Washington Parke
duced about thirty feet, the place may Custis. The children thereafter made
he converted into railroad yards by their home at Mount Vernon.
Nellie remained tht?re till she bethe Washington Southern railroad
came the wife of Lawrence Lewis,
line.
the Washington-RichmonAbingdon was a great estate, but Washington's sister's son, and George
the house was never a noble bit 01 Washington Parke Custis remained
building, according to an exchange. there till the death of Mrs. WashingWhen John Parke Custis married Nel- ton, in 1802. Abingdon House is now
g
lie Calvert of Maryland he seems to occupied by the foreman of the
company and his family.
have caused the erection of this am
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Chinese to Adopt Western Calendar
adoption of the western
among the many
was
changes ordered in decree issued by
the cabinet in China, according to advices transmitted to the state department through the Chinese charge
d'affaires in this city. The message
also confirms the reported retirement
of the prince regent and his return to
the order of Imperial princes, and the
appointment of Shi Hsu and Hsu Shih
Chang as guardians of the emperor.
The message says that Chow Tszchi
has been appointed assistant minister
of finance. The department was also
Informed that by a decree issued Chinese subjects are permitted to cut off

THE

their

cues.

When the Chinese government ordered that the western method of
reckoning months and years be adopted, the date jumped from the 19th day
Of the tenth month to the third year
Of Hsuantung to the 9th day of the
eleventh month of the year 1911 A. U.
It was a long jump, apparently, and
In reality the change to the use of the
Gregorian calendar, used by most of
the great nations of the world, was a
significant step in China's advance toward modern civilization.
For centuries It has been the custom In China to reckon the days of
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bill recently Introduced by
Burton of Ohio, which proposes to change the form of oath in

THE

federal courts and elsewhere under
the jurisdiction of tbe United States,
Is In the hands of tbe judiciary committee of the senate and Is now being considered with a view of early
action upon the subject. The bill, of
which Charles J. Bonaparte, the former attorney general of the I'nlted
States, and Dr. Ira Kemsen, president
Of Johns Hopkins university, are the
sponsors, does not contemplate to
change tbe religious character of the
oatb. Tbe principal change which It
proposes is the omission of tbe expression "So help me God" at the end
of an oath and the substitution of,

Some Symptoms That Are Likely
Be Found in Acute Form of Diseases Should Be Guarded.
of

the year by the luna calendar, each,
year having 360 days, and the months
having twenty-nin- e
or thirty days, as
the case might be. Every third year
It was necessary to slip in an extra
month so as to keep the season in
place and the years running smoothly. Whenever a new emperor ascended the throne the Chinese began
to reckon their years all over again.
The day of the year, however, did not
change with the coming of a new
ruler, but It became that day and
month of the first year of
. and
the new ruler's name was given.
Chinese historians were compelled
to work overtime keeping their dates
straight, for it was no joke to reckon
the date of an event which happened
ten or fifteen hundred years ago when
the historian had to figure out who
was on the throne and what year of
his reign the event occurred in. But
all this Is now to be changed.

"promise" or "declare" for the word
"swear" in the formula.
Since the Introduction of Senator
Burton's bill the attention of the Judiciary committee has been called to the
fact that several of tbe most progressive countries of Europe have materially changed and modernized the
ancient and antiquated forms of the
oaths used In judicial proceedings. No
country as yet has gone quite so far
as Switzerland.
The cantons of Zurich and Aargau
took the radical step of entirely abolishing the oath several years ago. and
the result has been so satisfactory
that there Is no desire to return to
the old system. When the great council of the Canton of Vaud at Its last
session considered the draft of a new
civil code, the abolition or tbe oath In
any form from Judicial proceedings
was strongly urged, and, after an Interesting debate, a prorlilon abolishing the oath was Incorporated in the
new code, which went Into effect on
January 1 of this year.

It Is Just Possible to Make the Fallow
Add Something to Your Income,
the Agronomist Says Three
Crops Make Money.

It Is all very well for scientists to
study and delve and dig for the ultimate salvation of the farmer in the
dry land belt, but first tell him and
do it quickly what to grow that will
bring in money. The sooner this is
done the sooner the farmers, constitutionally skeptical, will respond.
"The farmer isn't concerned about
fertility," said Prof. W. M. Jardine
in the recent Dry Farming Congress at
Colorado Springs. "What he wants
is a living and he wants it now. We
must help him get it. Show him
how to do something now; tell him
how to feed his family, first, and then
he will be In position to take up and
study the problems we have discussed. The thing to do for him is to
show him how to store up every drop
of moisture to grow crops and produce money. We can do that in short
order and with few words."
Before Professor Jardine's appointment as head of the agronomy department in the Kansas Agricultural college, he started exceedingly valuable
potato experiments for the United
States department of agriculture in
the dry lands region. These experiments began three or four years ago
at three stations in North Dakota, at
Akron, Colo., and Nephi, I'tah. About
25 varieties of potatoes were used and
they were planted in every conceivable way. In three years the returns
were from almost nothing to 300 bushels an acre. On five farms the yield
averaged 100 bushels, marketable.
Here, in brief, are Professor Jardine's
suggestions:
For seed, use selected tubers, hand
picked. If not too large plant siiiKle
tubers having only one or two eyes.
If large, cut in halves. Two eyes are
better than six in seed potatoes.
Plant in rows three feet apart, and
20 to 24 inches In
the rows, four
inches deep; subsoiling is fairly satI'se these varieties: Early Petosky,
Irish Cobbler and Early Ohio.
"These varieties are not the largest
yielders, I admit," Professor Jardine
said, "but they are the earliest and.
therefore, the most advisable because
the farmer may need the money.''
"Why should not potatoes be a good
crop to grow on fallow land land
which, otherwise, would be idle for the
year? That's the question.
"Why not plant 50 or 100 acres?"
Professor Jardine inquired. "Why
not, anyway, have crops two years in
three? Wouldn't many a dry and
far.ner like to have J100 an acre from
his fallow?
Wouldn't he be delighted
to get $50? Mind, now, I don't recommend you to drop wheat In favor of
potatoes, but here is a scheme that
may tide
over many familie- - while
they are waiting the result of a scientific test of systems we advise."
Only three crops in the dry lands
are making money. Professor Jardine
declared: Wheat, milo and fUx. Why
not add another and increase the income?
The farmer who thinks he
will grow rich on one crop Is much
mistaken, he said. Potatoes could be
planted in the low, waste places where

undeveloped Industry,
worth millions of dollars annually, lies at the doors of tbe people Of
tbe south and tbe far northwest la
tbe Immense wastes of wood Incident
to tbe manufacture of lumber.
An amazing statement or these
waatea and tbe consequent loss in
wealth and conservation of timber resources Is made as a result or a two-yegovernment Investigation, not
yet concluded, by F. P. Veltcb. chief
of tbe lesther snd psper division of
the buresti of chemistry, snd M. U.
Donk. assistant chemist, whose preliminary conclusions bars just been

A

GREAT

ar

made public.

"The wsste Wood of the south ano)
northwest from the lumber Industry-lo- ps,
stumps, slsbs and sawdust and
tbe dead and down timber from fires
and storms supplies one of the great
undeveloped resources of this country," aay tbe Investlgstors. "From
this wood, by Industrially developed
chemical methods, the entire output

dustry (Including
timber) aa much or more turpentine,
rosin and rosin oils as now are produced by tbe ordinary metboda of turpentining from tbe living tree. Tbe
proGtable utilisation of mill waatea
In this way would add materially to
tbe wealth of the south and help to
conserve its timbar resources."
dead-anddow- n

DOES ITS

BEST

lEDlHIOS

At

YOUR SUCCESS

A FARMER.

Tour sucoess as a farmer depend
upon your selection of a farm.

John Bigelow, a Famous
matist and Author.

Diplo-

Fame Won as Editor and Representative of America In France During Civil War His Life's
Span 94 Years.
New York. John Bigelow, Sr., diplomatist and author, died at his home
years.
In this city, aged ninety-fou- r
Mr. Bigelow, sometimes termed the
"first gentleman of New York," was
almost the last connecting link between the great men of the first half
of the nineteenth century and the
present day. Born at Maiden, Ulster
county. N. Y., in 1817. of a
family, he was prominently associated
with the great men and the determining movements of the country during
his entire life.
In 1849, at the invitation of William
Cullen Bryant. Mr. Bigelow became
an editor of the New York Evening
Post. In which position he continued
until 1S60. T'nder his editorship the
paper came to a great influence.
Sainte Beuve'l critical letters were
published under his supervision. Walt
Whitman was a reporter nnd later a
war correspondent under Mr. Bigelow.
Artennis Ward worked for the paper
at the time; and it was at this period
well-know-
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offering substantial
tannine
Qomea, so reliable In their nature and
on such easy terms, that any thrifty
farmer can make tbe land pay Itself
out In a short Urn. We are selling a
wonderfully fine body of land as owners, guaranteeing perfect title, to the
homeseeker consequently no selling
commission Increases the price to the
purchaser, who gets the last dollar of
value In the land.
Good crops were raised In this seo-Uolast season when so many localities made short crops. Send to ua
for free Illustrated booklets, giving
complete Information. Tbe farmer
who la now working land that be can
sell for high prices can reinvest la
lands Just as producuve, just as certain, getting a big Increase in acreage
In this wonderful new country. The
renter can here become owner of a
borne of his own.
It Is a solid opportunity for the rich farmer to become richer and for tbe farmer with
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that "Bret Harte was remarkably
regular at the office on pay days."
Mr. Itigelow's series of articles on
Force a man to eat his own word
the effects of slavery in the West In- and he will soon lose his appetite.
dies worked up some of the feeling
which made Llncoln't election pos- ONLY ONE "BROMO or I NINE."
Look fas
!
I.A XATIVB nuowu url.viXB.
sib'e in 1S60. and at the emancipator's That
f K. W. i.Ri'VK. I eed the Worts
be ilimatiirt
urging the editor went as minister to arar to Our a Cold Id un Imj.
France during the trubulous times of
Nothing pleases some people mora
the civil war.
In France Mr. Bigelow succeeded to than the opportunity to spreao bad
much tbe same power and position news about their neighbors.
that Benjamin Franklin and Thomas
Dr. Pierce'i Pleasant Pellets first put
Jefferson had held more than 50 years
op 40 yean ago. They regulate and ínvig-orapreviously.
toniacb, liver and bowels. Sugar-coateIt was at this time that Mr. Bigetiny granules.
low discovered Franklin's "Autobiography." of which he edited the authorJust the Thing.
Howell I'm very fond of travel.
itative edition. Later a "Life of Benwas
jamin Franklin"
written and
night
Powell Come around some
edited.
and I'll let you walk the floor with
Mr. Bigelow was appointed an ex-- ' baby.
ecutor of the estate of Samuel J. Til-- ,
den, and in addition to his ordinary
A Pioneer.
"Why waa Jonah thrown overboard
"I'm not sure, but I've aiwaya
thought he waa tbe first man to rock
a boat"
2&c-
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Most Profitable in Dairy Where It Furnishes Cheap, Palatable Food With
High Feeding Value.

It Is In the dairy that the silo does
Its best and most profitable work.
It
rurnlshes a cheap, palatable food with
a high feeding value.
Such a food
produces a good flow of rich milk,
which brings in the checks. Silage as

Wss Testing the Baby.
Little Phil Warrlnger. of Addteo
road, waa detected In the act of pulling out tbe baby's hair despite bat
frantic protest
"I Just wanted to aee," be said la
explanation, "whether she wss cold
storage baby. Teacher told us thafe
the way you can tell a chicken. If the
feathers come out ea y the chicken
has been In cold storage."
Needless to say, Pbll Is doing penance.

New York Times.
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of naval atores, embracing turpentine,
rosin, tars, pitch, rosin spirits and
rosin oils, having an annual value of
at leaat t30.ooo,000, may be obtained
without boxing or turpentining a single live tree.
"It Is possible to recover rrom tbe
wastes of tbe yellow pine lumber In-

WHERE SILO

milk producer compares favorably
with concentrated foods. More cows
can be kept on a given acreage where
ensilage Is used than whtre land is
used for pasture purposes or crop
cured for hay or fodder.
I believe about 35 pounds per day is
about the right amount of ensilage
for a dairy cow. Along with this six
or seven pounds of ground grain, with
what clover or alfalfa hay they will
gTain cannot be sowed.
They would eat. should be fed. The grain is oats,
barley and bran, writes C. J. Grifflng
prove to be the farmer's friend.
In an exchange.
Cows should
be
milked and the milk removed rrom the
FEEDING SILAGE WITH GRAIN stable berore ensilage is red, so that
it will not become tainted with the
Indians Agricultural Experiment Sta- odor.
tion Asks Pertinent Question snd
After feeding the cows I gather up
Makes Comment on Replies.
bits which have fallen In the alley and
feed to the hens. They eat It well,
Purdue
university (Indiana) agri- and I believe it helps to take tbe place
cultural experiment atatlon submlced of green foods for summer. In order
the following question among otherH to to keep the cows In flesh and keep
up the milk flow during the winter
MM Indiana farmers and feeders:
"When feeding silage, what kind of months It Is necessary to feed libergrain and roughage do you feed?''
al y on the side.
The agricultural station's comment
For this there is nothing more saton compilation of the replies recewed isfactory than ensilage
Ensilage will
is as follows:
keep better if fed from a small silo,
"In answer to the above question It so a deep layer can be removed from
was found that 90 per cent, or the the top each day. For rattening rat-- I
reeders using sorn silage depended tie ensilage Is a very good food, but
upon corn as the main part of the if fed too liberally will produce soft,
grain rotation.
Ten per cent, are red beef. One and
f
bushels
feeding either cottonseed or Unwed dally is not too much for fattening
meal In addition to other grain with cattle.
silage This, according to tbe results
secured at Purdue experiment station
DAIRY NOTES.
In the winter or 190607, would Indicate that the advantage or feedltiK a
When selecting a cow for the dairy
concentrated nitrogenous feed with a look and see if the eye or the animal
ration composed or corn and corn
is large and full.
Is not generally appreciated aa
This Is tbe time of tbe year when
much as it should be.
It waa round dairy rattle require better care and
that the addition or cottonseed meal more liberal feeding.
to such a ration resulted In an inThe busy bacteria gets busy In the
crease In value of six tents per bush- milk almost at the moment it la
el on corn fed over and above the coat drawn from the cow.
or concentrated reed.
In other words.
As a rule, a large flow of milk is
It proved to be a highly profitable in- associated with s low per cent, or
vestment to reed a limited amount of fat, while a smsll flow shows a highcottonseed meal wltb a ration
er test
of shelled corn, corn silage snd
To supply good food for the dairy it
clover.
la necessary that we exerclae forepurchase
"In tbe
of commercial feed- thought and plan for the fall seaaon
ing stuff the rat content la of less Im- whtcb is sure to come every year.
portance than the protein content. ProTbe calf that la expected to da
tein Is tbe necessary Ingredient for velop Into a strong and profitable cow
practically all farmers and dairymen should be given all the chance possiIt Is simply a matter ble during Its esrly period of
to purchase.
growth.
of good bualness policy to be able to
A simple way of finding out the
go Into the market and aelect the most value of each cow la by
keeping a
digestible protein for tbe leaat ex- dally record of tbe quality of
milk
penditure of money."
given by each, and testing It at Intervals.
Separate Pipe and Hogs.
Tbe purchaser of a bull should aeKeep the sows and pigs away from lect an animal that la a good
Individ
fattening hoga. and give them feeda ual, and whose dam and grand dam
that produce flesh and bone rather on bis sire's side have good butter fat
thsn fat.
records.
e

Great Wood Waste a National Peril

ta

If a hog has died and cholera Is suspected, the carcass should be carefully examined for Indications of the disease. As In the case of symptoms, some
may be found in one hog and different
indicatoins in another. But some are
sure to be present if the hog died of
cholera.
The carcass should be opened along
the medium line of the belly. The layer which lies Inside the body cavity,
the peritoneum, may have red specks
or splotches on it. This would Indicate
the disease. The glands In the throat
should be examined. They will sometimes be speckled and hemorrhagic
that is, the tiny capillaries which carry their blood supply will be ruptured. There is one pair of glands In
the throat which is never affected in
cholera, but is with tuberculosis,
writes Dr. Mclntoch in the Weekly Inter Ocean.
The place next to examine will be
the pleural cavity, or the division of
the body which contains the. lungs and
heart. In case of death from chilera
the lungs will often be congested and
parts of them filled with blood. The
healthy lung will float In water, but
a congested one will sink.
There will
be splotches and redness scattered
over the surface. Sometimes the hog
will have pneumonia as a result of
the cholera, and this will be seen in
the filled, congested condition of the
lungs.
In winter this sometimes kills
the hog when it would have recovered
The heart
from the cholera Itself.
will often show inflammation and
redness.
The kidneys and spleen often show
small spots scattered over the surface
like those on a turkey egg.
On the kidney these may be seen
more plainly after the capsule or tissue covering the organ is peeled off.
The stomach is likely to show spots
of inflammation on the outside and
be Inflamed on the inner surface. The
many small glands in the region may
show the same characteristic speckled
condition as those in the neck.
Along the intestines will likely be
found the splotchy condition that looks
as if a drop of blood had fallen and
spread out. The splotches, however,
will not wash off.
The above indications are more
likely to be found In the acute form of
cholera, and are associated with a
rapid working action of the disease
and rather sudden deaths. It is the
be
most virulent form and should
carefully guarded.

isfactory.

Form of Court Oath May be Changed
iT

INDICATION OF HOG CHOLERA

one-hal-

FREE
duties as an executor he undertook
those of the literary administrator.
Tllderc's "Wrtings" were published
and later a "Life of Sam :el J. Tilden"
was written.
During all this time a constant
stream of magazine article, pampble's
and books were coming from the ambassador-editor.
His literary
activities were rrequently Interrupted by
other political appointments and honorary positions given him, but since
1M1 his main thought was given to
bis writings.
"
His "Lire or William Cullen
with whom he was associated so
many years, was published in 1R93,
and In 1908. at the age si ninety-on- e
years, bis greatest work "Retrospec-- I
Hons of an Active Lire." was publlsh-- i
ed in three volumes.
ntgelow's
"retrospections"
covered more than
half or the life of the nation.
To the very last Mr HIgelow kept
a clear head and an active mind for
all the problems or the ration, "writ- ing with tbe ease and the elegance of
the older school and with an accuracy
all his own on every subject that Interests him."
Two sons of the aged author, Major
John HIgelow. Jr.. of the T'nlted
States army, and Poultney HIgelow,
the writer, have attained distinction
In their respective field
Mr Riga
low was a trustee of the New York
public library, or tbe Metropolitan Mu
seum of Art snd a member of many
learned and honorary societies In this
country snd abroad.
Dry-ant.-

Psstor Is Some Farmer.
Sandusky. O.-- Not
eatlsfled with
the good work he is doing In saving
souls. Rev. C H. Bchoepfle. of Birmingham, has set out to show tbe far
mer of this .neighborhood that his
duties are not so arduous but that
they give him time to work a few
wonders In agriculture.
Considerable rivalry baa been excited among tbe farmers of this
neighborhood
la ability
to grow
prodigies In tbe various agricultura)
products. It waa started early this
fall when Frank Kubl produced some
enormous esrs of corn. Others sprang
up from time to time to claim recognition, but Rev. Mr. Bchoepfle bided
his time.
Tbe secret of his plant
came to light when he drove to town
tilth two enormous carrots, which
tipped tbe scales at six and
s
three-quarter-

pounds.
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behind the drifting powder cloud. The
roar of ceaseless contest had moved westward down the
valley, when an aide wheeled bis
smoking horse In front of the Colonel,
spoke a dozen hasty words, pointed
impetuously to the left, and dashed
off down the line. The men leaped
to their feet In eager expectancy, and
as the "Fall In, fall In there, lads,"
echoed joyously from Up to Up, the
kindling eyes and rapid movements
voiced unmistakably the soldier spirit
We moved westward down the long,
bare slope In the sunshine, through a
deserted, desolate fields,
and along a narrow, rocky defile leading Into a deep revine. At the mouth
of the ravine we came forth Into the
broad valley, and halted. Just In
disfront of us, scarcely a half-miltant, were the fighting Unes, partially
enveloped in dense smoke, out from
which broke patches of blue or gray,
as charge succeeded charge, or the
wind swept aside the fog of battle.
The firing was one continuous crash,
while plunging bullets, overreaching
their mark, began to chug into our
own ranks, dealing death impartially
to horse and man. The captain of the
troop next mine wheeled suddenly, a
look of surprise upon his face, and
fell backward into the arms of one of
bis men; with an Intense scream of
agony, almost human, the horse of my
first sergeant reared and came over,
crushing the rider before he could
loosen foot from stirrup; the Lieutenant-Colonel
rode slowly past usto the
rear, his face deathly white, one arm,
dripping Mood, dangling helpless at
his side. This was the hardest work
of war, that silent agony which tried
men in helpless bondage to unyielding
discipline. I glanced anxiously along
the front of my troop, but they re
quired no word from me; with tightly
set Up?, and pale, stern faces, they
ueld their line steady as granite, closing up silently the ragged gaps torn
by plunging balls.
"Captain," salí Colgate, riding to
where I sat my horse, "you will see
that the paper I gave you reaches
g
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'bout some things as a muel."
He eyed his mount critically.
"Durned if ever 1 thought I'd git
critter
astraddle o' any
&fln," he said, rubbing himself aa If
in sudden and painful recollection of
the past. "But i sort r picked up this
yere muel down et ther corral, an' he's
tew durn wore out a totln' things fer
;ou uns ter ever move of fen a walk.
t Borter reckon It's a heap easier a
sittin' yere than ter take It afut all
ther way ter ther jountlngs."
It was long after dark the second
day when, thoroughly wearied, we
trrned Into an old tobacco field and
made camp for the night. To right
and left of our position glowed the
cheery llres, telling .where Early s
command bivouacked In Une of battle.
Prom the low range of hills In front
of where we rested one could look
across an Intervening valley, and see
fa- - off to the northward
the dim
flames wl.ich marked the position of
the enemy. Down in the mysterious
darkness between, divided only by a
swift and narrow stream, were the
blue and gray pickets. Thd opposing
forces were sleeping on their arms,
making ready for the death grip on
the morrow.
As I lay there thinking, wondering
what might be my fate before another
s
nightfall, seeing constantly In my
the fair face of a woman,
which made me more of a coward
than I had ever felt myself before,
I was partially aroused by the droning
tones of a voice close at hand. Lifting my3elf on one elbow I glanced
curiously around to see where It
originated, what was occurring. Clustered about a roaring fire of rails
were a dozen troopers, and In the
midst of them, occupying the post of
honor upon an empty powder keg, was
reciting
enthusiastically
Bungay,
Scott, i caught a Une or two:
" "At once there rose so wild a yell
Within that dark and narrow dell.
As all the fiends from heaven tha fell
of hell.' "
Had pealed the battle-crand then the drowsy god pressed
down my heavy eyelids, and I tell
asleep.

SYNOPSIS.
The story open In a Confederate tent
Civil War. Gen
Imparta to Capt. Wayne an Important
Im
message to Longstreet. Accompanied by
Be rat. Craig, an old army iicout. Wayne
They get within
tarta on hta mission.
enemy and In the dark-nea- a
the linea of the
Wayne Is taken for a Federal officer and a young lady on horseback Is
given In his charge. She Is a northern
girl and attempta to escape. One of the
horses succumbs and Craig goes through
with the dispatches, while Wayne and My
Lady of the North are left alone. They
aeek shelter In a hut and entering It In
the dark a huge mastiff atacks Wayne.
The girl shoots the brute Just In time.
The owner of the hut. Jed Bungay, and
his wife appear and soon a p;irty of
horsemen approach. They are b'd by a
man claiming to be Hcd Lowrle, but who
proves to be MaJ. Brennan, a Federal
officer whom the Union girl recognizes.
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a spy
And he Is brought before Sheridan, who
threatens him with death unless he reveals the secret message. Wayne believes
Edith Brennan to be the wife of MaJ.
He Is rescued by Jed Bungay,
Brennan
who starts to reach Ocn. Lee. while
Wayne In disguise penetrates to the ballroom, benea'n which he had been Im- Is Introduced to a Miss
Srlsoned. He
barely escapes being unmasked. Edith Brennan. recognizing Wayne,
ays she will save him. Securing a pass
through the lines, they are confronted by
Brennan, who Is knocked senseless. Then,
bidding Edith adieu. Wayne makes a
dash for liberty. He encounters Bungay;
they reach the Lee camp and are sent
with reinforcements to Join Early.

at a critical stage of the
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Continued.

With the ardor of young manhood I
forward to the coming battle,
when I knew the mighty armies of
North and South would once again
contest for the fertile Shenandoah. It
was to be American pitted against
American, a struggle ever worthy of
the gods. Slowly I rode back down
the files of my men, marking tbelr
alignment and accoutrements with
practised eye, smiling grimly as
noted tbelr eager faces,
and
bronzed by exposure, yet reanimated
by hope of active
service. As I
watched them thus, I thought again
of those many other faces who once
rode as these men did now, but who
had died for duty even as these also
might yet be called upon to die. One
hundred ud three strong, gay in
bright new uniforms, with unstained
banner kissing the breeze above our
proud young beads, we rode hopefully forth from Charlottesville scarce
three years before, untried, undisciplined, unknown, to place our lives
willingly upon the scared altar of our
native State. What speechless years
of horror those had been; what history we had written with our
scenes
what
naked steel;
of
offering and death lay along that
bloody path we travelled!
down the same red road, our eyes still
set grimly to the northward, our flag
a torn and ragged remnant, barely
forty men wore the "D" between the
crossed sabres on their slouched
brown bats. In spite of all recruiting
The theer In my heart was for the
Jiving: the tear In my eye was for
the dead.
"Colgate." I said gravely, as I
ranged up beside him at the rear of
the troop, "the men loo exceedingly
well, and do not appear to have suffered greatly because of short rations."
"Oh, the lads are always in fine
fettle when they expect a fight." he
answered, bis own eyes dancing as hs
wept them over that straight line of
backs In his front. "They'll scrap the
better for being a bit hungry, It
makes them savage. Heats all. Captain, what foolish notions some of
Loose people on the other side have
of us Southerners.
They seem to
think we are entirely different from
themselves; yet ksreckon it would pus-alany recruiting officer up yonder
to show a finer lot of fighting men
than those fellows ahead there."
'
rode slowly forward to my own
position at the head of the troop As
I swung my horse Into our accustomed
position I was too deeply burled In
reflection to be clearly conscious of
much that was occurring about me
Suddenly, however, 1 became aware
that some one. nearly obscured by the
enveloping cloud of dust, was riding
without the column, in an Independence of military discipline not to be
permitted. In the sute of mind I was
then In this discovery strangely Irritated me.
"Sergeant," I questioned sharply, of
the
trooper at the end of
the first p noon, "what fellow Is that
riding out yonder?"
It's ther peaky little cuss as come
ta with ye yesterday, sir." be returned
with a grin. "He's confiscated a niuel
smnewhar an' aays he's a coin' back
ham 'long o' we una."
Curious to learn
bow
Jed bad
emerged from bis arduous adventures.
I purred my horse alongside of him.
The little man. beading forward
dubiously, as If fearttrl of accident.
riding bareback on a gaunt, longmule, which, Judging from all
outward appearances, must bsve been
discarded asset of the quarter
sr's department
"Doing borne. Jed?" 1 asked, as be
glanced up and saw me.
"Jlst as duro quick as I kin git
he returned emphatically "By
s. Cap, I ain't bin 'way from M arlar
long as this afore In twelve year.
Reckon she thinks I've skedaddled fer
good this time, aj' 'ill he a takln'
up with some other malj critter lest
1 git back
thar nighty sudden Won
en's odd, Cap. durn ntcb as ornarr
looked
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the service, as they stretched away
commingled upon either hand. We
were evidently stationed close to the
centre of our own position. The Intervening ground sloped so gently forward, while the Mil crest was so
tliiCkly crowned with trees, It looked
an Ideal position
which to
from
advance In line of attack. Upon my
right there appeared a break In the
solidity of our line, but even as I
noted It, wondering at the oversight,
the dense front of an Infantry column
debouched from a ravine and, marching steadily forward, filled the gap.
I could
distinctly mark the wearied
manner In which the men composing
it flung themselves prostrate on the
bard ground the rqpment they were
halted doubtless all through the
long hours of the black night tbey
had been tolling on to be In time.
Aides were galloping furiously now
among the scattered commands. The
obscuring fog slowly rose from off
the face of the valley, but all the
central portion remained veiled from
Suddenly, as I watched, the
view.
brown cloud beneath me was rent
asunder here and there by little spits
of fire, and it was curious to observe how those quick spiteful darts
of flame swept the full length of my
vista. I could distinguish no reports,
It was too far away, but realized
that the opposing pickets bad caught
sight of each other through the gloom.
Then a big gun boomed almost direct- -

e

y

discharge, their movements clockwork! Tense, eagei , expectant, every
hand among us hard gripped on sabre
hilt, we waited that word which surely could not be delayed, while from
end to end, down the full length of
our straining line, rang out the yell
of exultant pride.
"Steady, men; steady there, lads!"
called the old Colonel, sternly, bis own
eyes filled with tears. "Our turn will
come."
bleeding,
Torn, rent, shattered,
treading upon the dead and mangled
In rows, those Iron men In blue came
on They were as demons laughing at
death. No rain of lead, no ball of
canister, no certainty of destruction
could check now the fierce Impetus
of that forward rush. God knows it
was magnificent; the supreme effort
of men, Intoxicated with the enthusiasm of war! Even where we were
we could see and feel the giant power
In those grim ranks of steel the tatr
tered flags, the stern, set faces, the
deep-tonechorus of "Glory, glory,
hallelujah," that echoed to their tread.
Those men meant to win or die, and
they rolled on as Cromwell's Ironsides at Marston Moor. Twice they
staggered, when the mad volleys
ploughed ragged red lanes through
them, but only to rally and press
sternly on. They struck that crouching gray line of infantry, fairly buried
It with their dense blue folds, and,
with one fierce hurrah of triumph,
closed down upon the guns. Even as
they blotted them from sight, an aide,
hatless and bleeding, his horse
wounded and staggering from weakness, tore down toward us along the
crest. A hundred feet away his
mount fell headlong, but on foot and
dying he reached our front
"Colonel Carter," he panted, pressing one hand upon his breast to keep
back the welling blood, "charge, and
hold that battery until we can bring
Infantry to your support."
No man among us doubted the full
meaning of it we were to save the
army! The very horses seemed to
feel a sense of relief, bands clinched
more tightly on taut reins to hold
them in check; under the old battered
hats the eyes of the troopers gleamed
hungrily.
"Virginians!" and the old Colonel's
voice rang like a clarion down the
breathless line, "there is where you
die! Follow me!"
Slowly, like some mighty mountain
torrent gaining force, we rode forth
a walk, each trooper lined to pre
k
cisión of review, yet Instinctively tak- leg distance for sword play. Halfway
down the slight slope our Une broke
Into a Ruar.) trot, then, as the thrilling
notes of the charge sounded above us,
we swept forward in wild, impetuous

In

the 8henandoah.

To me It has always seemed re
markab . that after all my other batGettystle experiences Antletam.
burg, the Wilderness, ay! even Including that first fierce baptism of
fire at Manassas np action In which
I ever participated
should remain so
clearly photographed upon memory as

this last desperate struggle for supremacy In the Shenandoah. Every
ninute detail of the conflict, at
least so far as I chanced to be s
lersonal participant, rises before me
as 1 write, and I doubt not I could
each step taken upon that
trace
stricken fie'd.
Th reveille bad not sounded when
I first
awoke and. rolling from my
Manket. looked about me. Already a
faint, dim line of gray, heralding the
dawn, was growing clearly defined In
the east, and making manifest those
which, hanging dank
heavy
The
and low. obscured the valley
tired men of my troop were yet lying
upon the ground, wrapped tightly In
their blankets, oblivious of the deadly
work before them: but I could hear
the horses already moving uneasily st
tbelr picket-ropes- ,
and observed here
and there the chilled figure of a sentry
lesnlng upon his gun. oddly distorted
In form by the enveloping mist.
Directly In sdvsnce of where we
rested, a long bill sloped gently upward for perhaps s hundred yards. Its
crest topped with a thick growth of
yet seemingly devoid
young
No troops were
of underbrush
camped In our Immediate front, and
feeling curious to ascertain something
of our formation, as w?ll ss (o examine the lay of the land between us
snd the position occupied by tbe
enemy, I walked slowly forward, unhindered, until 1 attained the crest
Tbe fog yet held tbe secrets of tbe
valley safely locked within Its brown
hand, and I could penetrate none of
Its mysteries
It was
like gazing
down from some headland Into a silent, unvexed sea. But directly across
from where I stood, apparently along
the summit of another chain of low
hills similar to those we occupied. I
could perceive tbe flames of numerous
camp-fireleaping up into sudden
radiance, while agalns. tbe brightening sky a great flag laxity flapped IU
folds to tbe freshening bréese Evidently our opponents were first astir.
and the headquarters of some dlvlsloa
of tbe enemy must be across yonder
As I gaxed. other fires burst forth to
left and right, as far as the unaided
eye could carry thrcugh the gloom,
and I was thus enabled to trare die
tlnctly those sdvsjrtd lines opposing
Ui mu tbelr position
us experience
must be a strr-u- g one, and tbelr furce
to-da-y

lak-tree-

ot

Front

On Foot and Dying He Reached Our
ly opposite me, Its flame seeming like
a red hot knife rending tbe mist This
had barely vanished when a sudden
cheer rang out upon my left, and I
turned In time to behold a thin, scatInfantrymen
tered line of gray-claswarm down tbe steep slope Into tbe
valley. With bats drawn low. and
guns advanced, tbey plunged at a
run Into the mist and disappeared.
Our skirmishers bad gone In: the ball
had opened.
!
had tarried long enough: any
moment now might bring "boots and
saddles." and If I possessed tbe slightest desire for a breakfast to fight on.
It behooved
me to get back within
our lines The memory of that
scene In front still fresb upon
me. how quiet and commonplace everything appeared down there In the
hills
What bss become of Uur.gay?" I
questioned of Colgate, wbr was lying
upon his bark with eyes fastened
on a floating cloud.
"Do you mesn tbe little mountaineer
who came In with us last night?"
anl-i.ate-

s

heavy.
As I turned to mark o.r own forma
rang
tlon. ths mil of drums
while tbe quickening notes of tha
reveille sounded dowr. ihe long lines
Life returned as
of slhQiberlng men
If hy magic, to those motionless forma,
and almost In a moment all below me
became astir, and I could clearly
distinguish tbe varioc branches of

After Operation Failed to Help,
Mrs. Kendrick Found that
Cardni Made Her WelL
Jonesvllle, S. C. "I suffered with
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. 8.
Kendrick, in a letter from Jonesvllle,
"and at times, I could not bear ta
stand on my feet.
The doctor said I never would be
any better, and that I would hare to
have an operation, or I would hare a
cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they
operated on me, but I got no better.
They said medicines would do me
no good, and I thought I would have
to die.
At last, I tried Cardul, and I begaa
to Improve, so I continued using it
Now, I am well, and can do my own
work. I don't feel any pains. Cardul
worked like a charm."
There must be merit In this purely
vegetable tonic remedy for women
Cardul when It will help such an apparently hopeless case as this. Its ingredients are mild herbs, with a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
If you suffer from any symptoms of
womanly trouble, take Cardul. It will
help you to get well.
Cardul goes to the spot reachea
the trouble relieves the symptoms,
and drives away the cause.
Have you tried it? If not, do so. It
may be Just what you need.
V n Write tot Ladles' Advisory
Dept.. Cbattanoosa Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn., for Speelal Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment for Women," seat la plain wrapper, on request..
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64-pa- ae

When truth gets busy, fiction is apt
to feel ashamed of Itself.
B TO 14 DATS
PILES CTBED INOiODef
if PAZO Ulm

I

nodded

"Oh. bis mule bolted at the first
hot over yonder, and tbe little fellow
Is after It He's down tbe field there
somewhere.
How time dragged! The battery to
Uft of us went Into action, and began
f.ring rapidly; we could mark tbe
Mack figures of tbe cannoneers at tbe
nearer guns, outlined against tha sky
er
the orest. ae they moved quickly back tód forth.
Twice tbey bore
cot ion less bodies to the rear, and laid
them down tenderly beyond the fierce
tone of fire. Then the heavier pieces
of artillery farther down
the line
burst Into thunder, and wo silently
watched a large fores of Infantry
move slowly past as up tbe long slope
until tbey halted la line of battle just
behind Its summit, the advanced files
lying flat upon tbelr faaea aad peering over. Bat no orders étimo for us.
Nearly boob hy the red sun
o--

home

thlsr
I

safe if

I

fall to come out of

reached over and gripped his hand

Lard.

will enable a man to predict brain-

storms

advance.

when a man buys a new hat ha
wanU one somewhat like the one he
had before -- but lt'a different with a
woman.
A silly man is easily convinced that
he possesses more wisdom in one day
than tbe late Mr. Solomon did in all
his years.

Clara's Little Hint.
A

1

-

certain young curate wanted to

a Christmas presgive his lady-lov- e
ent, but could not make up his mind
what It should be; so the next time
he called he frankly told her the difficulty under which he was laboring.
"Want to make me a presentí
asClara exclaimed, in
tonishment "Why, Charley, you forget yourself."
The curate took the hint and offered himself on the spot
d

New to It
They walked up to the deak of the
Getty House in Yonkers, both In sua
piclously near clothes. He took a pen
from the hand of Clerk Malina; with
careless, indifferent air and signed
with a flourish. It was Just his name
Maltng looked at him In surprise and
waited. Finally he said:
Aren't you going to register her,
too?"
Tbe man answered. "Of course."
and with another flourish he added,
-and wife.'
The bride looked at him reproachfully, murmuring, "What did yoa
suppose I hit you In the ribs for?"

n

color-sergean-

half-nake-

In

Mrs. Whislow's Soothing: Syrup for Children
teething, softens the gums, red aces Inflammation, allays pain, cores wind colic. Sos a bottle--

"It will be tbe first thing I shall
remember. Jack," I answered earnestly. "But we may have It easy enough
after all It seems to be an Infantry
sffalr."
He shook bis head gravely.
"No." be said, pointing forward,
"they will need us now."
As he spoke It seemed as though
the sharp firing upon both sides sud
denly ceased by mutual consent The
tt.rihle roar of small arms, which bad
mingled with the continuous thunder
o: great guns, died away Into an Intermittent rattling or musketry, and
as the heavy smoke slowly drifted upward la a great white cloud, we could
I'ainly
dlot.kgulsh tbe advancing
Fede-lines,
three ranks deep,
stretching to left and right In one
vsst. Impenetrable blue wall, sweeping toward us upon s run Where but
a brief moment before tbe plain appeared deserted. It was now fairly
alive with soldiery, the sun gleaming
on fixed bayonets, and faces aglow
with tbo ardor of surprise
Some one
had blundered!
Tbe tbin. unsupported line of gray Infantry directly
In our front closed up tbelr sbsttered
ranks hastily In desperste effort to
stsy tbe rush. We could see them Jamming their muskets for volley fire,
and then, with clash and clatter that
drowned all other sounds, a battery of
six black Tuns came flying msdly past
us. every borse on tbe run. lashed
Into frensy by hta wild rider
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
With
carriage and caisson leaping at every
Jump, the
smoke begrimed
An Inspiration.
cannoneers clinging to th lr seats like
"Professor McMuddle Is very In
monkeys, they dashed recklessly for- genlous In twisting things around to
ward, awung about lato position, and Illustrate bis theories. Is be not?"
almost before the massles had been
"Tea. I believe be proposes to take
welf pointed, were burling canlater the fact of the champagne troubles
Into that blaa, victorious advance. la Prance nearly overturning tbe gov
Hew those gallant fallows worked! eminent, ta Illustrate MM curse of
leaping lato air at
drink"
al

weeks of matrimonial

A few

Who can tell the story of those
seconds that so swiftly followed T
Surely not one who saw but the vivid
flash of steel, the agonized faces, tha
flame of belching fire. I recall tbe
frenzied leap of my horse as we
struck tbe line ere It could form Into
square; the blows dealt savagely to
right and left; the blaze of a volley
jcorchlng our faces, the look of tbe
big Infantryman I rode down; the
sudden thrust that saved me from a
levelled gun; the quick swerving of
OW horses as tbey came In contact
with the cannon; the shouts of rage;
the blows; the screams of pain; tbe
white face of Colgate aa be reeled
an. fell. These are all In my memory, blurred, commingled. Indistinct,
yet distressful as any nightmare. la
some way, bow I know not I realized
that we had hurled them back, shattered them by our first fierce blow;
that the guns were once again ours;
that fifty dismounted troopers were
tugging desperately at tbelr wheels.
Then that dense blue mass surged
forward once again, engulfed us In
Its deadly folds, and with steel and
bullet sword and clubbed musket,
ploughed through our broken ranks,
rending us tn twain, fairly smothering
u by sheer force of numbers. I saw
t-old Colonel plunge bead-dowinto
.i - ruck benectb the horses' feet;
the Major riding stone dead In his
saddle, a ghastly red stain tn the
centre of his forehead: then Hunter,
of E, went down screaming, and I
knew I was tbe senior captain left
About me scarce a hundred men bat
tled like demons for their lives tn the
midst of the guns. Even as I glanced
alde at tbem, shielding my bead with
tplifted sabre from tbe blows rained
t
upon me. the
ílun up
bis hand, and grasped his saddle pommel to keep from falling Out of his
i penlng fingers I snatched tbe splintered staff, lifted It bigb up. until
tne rent folds of the old flag caught
tie dull glow of the sunlight
" th Virginia!"
sbottted. "Rally
oc tbe colors!"
I could see them coming sll that
was left of tbem flcbtlng tbetr way
through tbe presa, cleaving the mass
with their blows as tbe prow of a
ship cut the sea. With one vicious
Jab of the spur I led tbem. a thin
wedge of tempered gray steel, batterIng, gouging, rending a passage Into
that solid blue wall Inch by inch,
foot by foot, yard by yard, slashing
madly with our broken sabres, battling
as men crazed with lust of blood.
our very borses fighting for us with
teeth and hoofs, we ploughed a lane
of death through a dozen files. Th n
be vast mass closed la upon us.
roiled completely over us. There was
flash, a vision of frenzied faces.
snd I anew no more
e
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CHAPTER XXII.
The Battle

TAKEN TO
THE HOSPITAL

IN MATCHTOWN.

Fortunately no Faith Was Required,
For She Had None.
"I had no faith whatever, but on tha
advice of a hale, hearty old gentleman
who spoke from experience, I began to
use GrapeNuta about 2 years ago,"
writes an Ohio woman, who says she
Is 40, Is known to be fair, and admita
that she is growing plump on the new
diet.
"I shall not try to tell you how I suffered for years from a deranged stomach that rejected almost all sorts of
food, and digested what little was foro-- 1
ed upon It only at tha cost of great
distress and pain.
"1 was treated by many different
doctors and they gave me many differ--:
ent medicines, and I aven spent sever- af years tn exile from my home, thinking change of scene might do ma good.
Tou may Judge of the gravity of my
condition when I tell you I was some
times compelled to use morphine for
weeks at a time.
"For two years I have eaten Grape-- !
Nuts food at leant twice a day and I
say that I have perfect
' can now
health. I have taken no medicine la
ban done It ail.
that time Grape-Nu- ts
I can eat absolutely anything I wish.
without stomach distress.
"I am a business woman and can
walk my S or I talles a day and feel
better for do fog so. I hare to use
brains in my work, and It Is remark
and tireless my
able how éjvjck.
Name
mental powers
Creek,
given by Pos turn
'

Mich.

"There's a
ttss explain- ed In the little book. The Road to
Well Mile." In pkgs.
t ver read the akkrv letter T
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THE VALUE OF EDITORIALS
The editorial strength of a paper helps to measure its value
as an advertising medium. A well edited newspaper has added
another wiling argument to influence the subscriber and increase
its effectiveness to carry the advertiser's massage to that half
million dollars.
stand-pa- t
I don't curj a rap whether the editor is progressive or
or
inde
Bry
socialist
democrat;
:
or
ill
republican a Harmon
conlie
lus
is
in
sincere
our
to
viewpoint.)
It
pendent (according
d
interestingly,
HE
underxtsndlngly
at
victions, if he writes
peanut-headstop
Only
respected.
WILL BE READ, his ideas
THE paper because the editor did not "express their sentiments
would't make good customers for your
exactly" Peanut-head- s
They
are
the kind that expect you to "draw the
store anyway
weighing
to determine its selling price. No one
chicken" before
reads the writer who defends a
everyone
admires a chameleon,
because he has analyzed its posit,
in
believes
policy because he
or application will benefit
continuation
its
sibilities and concludes
s

the greatest number.
1
is just as profitable Mr. Merchant, to place a wax figure behind your counter and expect it to sell goods, as it is for you to
buy advertising space in a mollycoddle newspaper. The spineless
editor has contributed to the belief among some merchants that
advertising is an expense rather than an investment.
The ranter is another objectionable writer, an undesirable
citizen. He is the lellow who has a grudge against himself and
the community at large. He is forever finding fault with the existing order of things and constantly asking the readers of his
paper (if he has any readers) to listen to his tales of woe. He
commands no audience, respect, or influence, he is a social outcast
who tried to
but not conscious of it. He has disgusted the feHe
made
of
has
pity.
the best admore
out
al
him
to
remain
simply
because the
barren
positively
his
sheet
copy
in
vertising
wrong.
They
not
receptive
are
is
his
readers
of
mental attitude
crowded
with
insane
having
brains
their
of even sane ideas after
-

Uegular services II a. in. and
7:00 p. in. Sunday at the First
Baptist church.
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Prayer service every Wednesday 7 :00 p. m.
The public is cordially invited
to attend all the services.
Strangers are specially invited.

the people of out

about their public
schools? How many of them ev
er go inside of a school building,
except on occasions of special
What do they
entertainments?
know from personal observation?
They semi their children there
for six hours every day for nine
months of the year, and that is
about the end of it. The public
schools are too much neglected
They are lett as
by the people.
it were to run themselves. One
can see that more school visitation by the parents would be a
great stimulus to both teachers
and pupils. Why not give a little
more attention to the training in
Tucuincari News.
the school

edited newspaper the paper whose pubPatronize the
The editor has it in his
genuine,
lisher is reliable,
good
for
advertising copy. If he
appetite
an
power to create
it harder, so far a? his
he
has
made
privilege,
his
doesn't exercise
to reach and
selling
arguments
best
for
concerned,
the
paper is
(Iowa)
in
Hamburg
Ackerman
Ernest
million.
get that half
Reporter.
well

GRADY'S TRIBUTE TO LINCOLN

New Shipment GUARANTEED
RUBBER GARDEN HOSE. Any
length from one to 200 feet in
Any length desired will be cut

G.

Christian Church

11 :00 each Sunday. AH are
dially invited.

G. W.

Presbyterian

c. SCIPIO
MAN

THE HARDWARE

10.00 a. m
Sunday School at
Communion and preaching at

Phone 66

cor-

PHILLIPS,
Pastor.
Church.

Nnnditv school 10 a. m.

Preaching at 11 a. in. and 7 00
heard one of our friends
come
You
are invited to
remark the other day that he
never read the editorial pages of again and bring your friends.
We

J. A. ARMSTRONG,

Everybody should
read the editorials in the news
paper. The articles found here

a newspaper.

Pastor.

are written by men who read
much and are supposed to be
familiar with conditions, both
civic and political, and their best
thoughts are condensed in their
editorials, for this is the only
way you have to find out what
.1 j
' ' b i
jt f Heves
learns from reading hundreds of
newspapers. Lakewood Progress

M. E.

Church, South.

Preaching every Sunday Morning and Evening at the usual
hours.
Sundav school 9:45 a. m.
Senior and Junior Leagues,
Sunday Afternoon at 3:00 and
4:00.
Prayer Service every Wednesday evening.
You are invited to attend any
tells us
The Register-Tribun- e
all of these services.
or
there are 698 wells in the vicinity
Gko. H.Givak. Pastor.
of Ros well. When you think of
it, that's quite a hunch of wells.
Grace Methodist Episcopal
Put them all together and you
have a fairly decent river for
Sunday School 10:00 a. 111.
the west at least. Water and
Morning Service 11 :00 a. m.
wealth are synonymous terms in
Evening Service 7:00 p. in.
New Mexico, therefore we may
Prayer
well say the well has done very
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
II. Raton Range.
well for Ros-w- e
If you have no regular place of
worship von will find a welcome
( Kas )
Atchison
Globe: here.
"Atchison has a new club. It is
Ed. LeBreton, Pastor.
known as the 'Believers,' and
it is composed of married women
Xotice to the Public
who believe all their husbands
At an expense of over 14.000.
tell them. Its membership consist i of two young women who 00 during the last seven mouths
hey we have rehabilitated our entire
were married last week.
hope to increase it when some water works system in the town
more girls get married.'" Albu of Alamogordo and Installed for
each sTvice a correct meter
queuju e .luurnat.
which is covered by a concrete
"Did the recent drought hurt box, locked.
you farmers much?"
We were surprised to find that
"I should say it did," answer- some law'e-s- , malicimi- - person,
ed Mr. Onrutossel, "We used or person- - have broken four of
to make a heap n' money haulin'
he locks ami in some manner
out automobiles that got staid-e- removed them from the boxes
While that drought was and taken them away.
on we couldn't afford t haul
We are hereby offering a rewater to keep np some of our ward of i'J.YoO for information
best mud holes." Exchange.
which w ill lead to the arrest and
conviction of the guilty party,
Dallas (Tex.) News: "Tiilie or parties. The lockl were ta('linger says that alth"tigh she is ken from lot 7, block 40: lot 10,
both JNodeSt and economical, blocK 44; lot 11, (deck 47 and lot
she Ifas found that laying up 5, block 11.
money for a rainy day is not a
This reward holds good in the
bit more sensible than keeping amount of ISfi 00 in each case.
s pair of silk stockings for w inW A TE K
ALAMOGORDO
dy w e a t h e r ." Albuquerque WO UK SCO.
4ó

T

0 the East, the West. North and South,

the possibilities for a conversation wit!)
a friend or business associates at a distance
are endless if you have a

1

--

Mid-wee-

ones.

GARDEN

Baptist Church.

GUTHRIE SMITH, Editor and Publisher

The Mountain States
Tel. 9k Tel. Company

J. Q. GRANT,

k

Proprietor

mine."
gentlemen who lives in Alamognrdo desired to make a purchase in Santa Fe. He was not quite sure of the name of the firm
whu h he knew kept the article, so be came into Thk Nkws office
to look for the Ad in the Santa Fe paper. Together we searched
the New Mexican for several days, but no Ad ass there, '1 he
prospective buyer finally sent outside of New Mexico to a firm
tac ar.icle. and which did advertise. It certainly is
wloil. It
true that advertising doe- - not piy the man w lm doc n..t a ivertise.
A

of

th

City Livery and Transfer
(íood rig, caretul drivers and
Is now ready lor business.
genteel treatment. O thee up town just Knst of News othce

Residence Phone 170

Phone

CALL No.

1

"A distinguished speaker has told you that the typical
has yet to come. Let me tell you that he has already come.
(ireat types, like valuable planU, are slow to flower and fruit,
Put from the union of the colonists, Puritans and ( avaliers, from
the straightening of their purposes and the crossing of their blood,
slow perfecting through a century, came he who stands us ti e
first typical American, the first who comprehended within himself
all the strength and gentleness, all the majesty and grace, of this
republic Abraham Lincoln. He was the sum of Puritan and
Cavalier, for in his ardent nature were fused the virtues of both,
and in the depths of his great soul the faults of both were lost.
He wa g'eater than Puritan, greater than Cavalier, in that he
was American, and that 111 his honest form were first gathered tie
vast and thrilling forces of his ideal government, charging it with
such tremendous meaning ami elevating it above human suffering,
that martydnm, though infamously aimed, came as a tittinc crown
to a life consecrated from the cradle, to human liberty. Let u,
each cherishing the traditions and honoring his fathets, build with
reverend hands to the type of this simple but sublime life, in
which all typn are honored, and in our common glory as Americans there will be plenty and to spare for jour forefathers and for

Telephone

Bell

FOR

EVERYTHING

FRESH

AND

CLEAN IN THE GROCERY LINE

We carry a well BSBOftSSl flock of staple ami f.incy groceries and can supply your table with the best the market affords. Let us have our solicitor call at your door.
Try a can of Underwood Sardines they're tine.

The LIVE GROCER

W. W. MANN,

d.

..MBALMF.P

iNI M'NF.RAL
IHKCT'ik
.NO OK W.KR
S ITNr.KAL

Ktwtrd Xotice

their Com mofl desire In rob

We observe where some lawSanta Fe of the federal rootft,
persons are dumping ashe-an- d
less
the Albuquerque MoroiiM Jourcan- - IMI Company properties.
nal ami the Riswoii Morning
A little nVrr u
ear ago we
New
have kissed ami made up
furnish-League T,
the
Civn
and are again lying in
ich
000 "o ith Which to thorough
other's arms. You can never
take some newspapers seriously, jclean this town of re fus. It
The Taos Vallev News continues to print as an original contri
appears that there has riot
Santa Fe New Mexican.
butioii the poem "Another Wise Man," which was written by
.sulliciei t appreciation of our efMiss Mae Peregrine for Ths A LAMokoRDo Nkws several months
Six medical experts examined forts to keep this town clean and
go. If that kind of editing make the world lot.k any brighter to'
we hereby off.-- a reward t
a man as to his sanity and were
the man at the helm Off the paper made famous by Mr. OlddittfU,
0 for information which will
evenly divided. After they had
he has our permission to go - far as he likes.
to the arrest ami conviction
lead
wrangled among themielve- - for
of tuyo ie dumping cans, ashes,
a week it was discovered that
Congressman Curry's bill to make of the federal court a sort
they had examined the w r ng or refuse of any character on
I bin
of perambulating, itinerant affair, does not include Alamogordo
pel f property.
Herald.
among the places at which he pra
that court he held. Perhaps
ALAMO. OK DO IMPROVE- that - because Alamogordo is in bis h"ine county, But whatever
4Ó.
"Have you (relets eookerf1
the reason, his Otero county constituents will no dou h' feel
"V.. . I... Ifmm ..... grateful. AlJo thev will not lose their memories between now lire." Baltimore
Notkt
American.
and the next election.
We desire to lease sll our Alfalfa
atol Fruit lands- Will
a. H. Hudspeth of White Osks lias been elected chairman of Mrs. O. J. Wo finger will en- - make lilteral terms to th r1"1
Pr'y friends
the democratic stale central committee. The democrats got pret- - tPrt'n
ty good results while W. 0. McDonald was state chairman, and t bridge this evening
ALAMOdOKDO
IMI'ftOVK- they evidently have a hunch that the real chairmanship timber For Hist: For twelve months MENT VAJ
grows in Lincoln county.
twenty acres adjoining town,!
five room house porches, orchard
Mrs. Albert 8. I'sce and little
look
spring
iss
almost
came,
you
just
think
that
don't
If
at the one hundred and twenty trees, daughter left Mondar morninabuds on the cotUm woods. There is your answer. Figures never partly bearing. Address box for Bltton, Texts, where Mr.
'No. 1, Alamogordo.
lié, tnd trees dou't lie unless they are chopped down.
page has decided to locate.
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Try One

Electrical Wiring Don

Electric Fixtures and Supplies
Slalcup Build. "g. New York
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Hotel Southwestern
European
Rooms are Cool and
Comfortable. Dining
Room and Cafe Ser-vic- e

Unsurpassed.
J. C. JONES. Prop.

Opposite The ParK

Dean alien icinriied
lay night from Danta IV, when
h" passed lie e.u ruination fid
admission to the New Mexieo

Home

I

Magazine
that milfin
Fact

MiXHANKS
j

bar.

Baked

raveling of the Tularosa
mystery.

Fiction

Dr. Prices

j

I

CREAM

BakingPowder

Continued Starr of Uw World
which vou m:i v (rein reading a'
any timé, and which will hold your interest
forever, is running in

Popular Mechanics
Magazine

Are yon reading it ? Two millions of your
neighbors are, and it is tli favorite magazine
in thousand! of the best American homo. It
appeals to all classes old and young men
and women those who know and titose who
want to know.

age packs each month
tOO At riCUBBOF

soo

STISWUL

We are installing this week one
of the finest and most complete
refrigerating plants in the Southwest, and are therefore too busy
to write Ads or to conduct a
special sale

siciusss

INTEREST

The "Shop Notas" Department CO pages)
sives easy ways to do things- - how to make
useful articles for home and shop, repairs, etc.
'A malfur Mechanics" (10 pages) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boats,
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves.
1.50 PCH TON. SINGLE COPIES IS CENTS
A.k rour llrSSSal It ta wbem you mm m

The last entertainment of the
lyceutn Wure will be given a
the (Jhristian church Monday evenings liy the Meistersinger- Male Quartette. It will be the
best opportunity to hear really
hi "h ea st BltlBie,
I

Alamogordo, Ims bought a place
at Elephant Butte and is mak
ing arrangements to move. He
expects to remain in Elephant
Butte a year or more, buf will
not. dispose 01 Ids real estate
holdings in and around

Grapes

The Place thai Gives The Poor One Day
in Seven a Chance to Uve

m

A GREAT
Prow

haul-rol)ber-

WHITE FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY TODAY

MECHANICS CO.
POPULAR
in us tir.afei.riM c. ruirirA
,
V

Joe Capuan", shoemaker and!
one of the pioneer citizens of

The product of

rou

"wan im

H. H. Fri--- , circulation manager for the El I'aso Herald, was
here Friday looking a,fter tie
Herald's circulation. He secnr
ed the services of Misses Pauliie
and Lucile McKae to solicit subscriptions.

made wiih

Fribley's Meat Market

more faaclnatlng

far as ha f"fii leporied hi
Nbwb,
no clue lian yet lieen
Thr
Which
found
will lead to the unSo

Flaky Biscuits
Delicious Cake
Healthful Food

N

ins

Ipopuuri

X

Bngtá

The Best Meats Obtainable

d Ca nls

vi

prepHred to take
orders and deliver promptly, all
order for engraved cal I i UK cards
.
ami wedding
t'aii at this office ami see samples. Prices are right.
íJStf.
Thk

NbWS is

Prompt Service
Liberal Treatment

aimoiini-eiiir'ntg-

Sabacribe for Thk News and
the news.
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Good music

They Come

Still

one of the attractive featurc of the Iiowr at
at 'he new Alamo theatre.
L
(ía'e, u traveling salesman to the grazing fees to tie charged
of Kl Paso, as a visitor here and Llai k forms to he used in
Monday ami Tuesday.
making applications will he furupon request.
524
nished
Stop as you pas by Warren's
F.
R.
BALTHIS,
Supervisor.
ami ee the uniiaUAll
good dig-- i
i
play of high class stationery
Forfeiture
Notice
writing paper and envelopes'
Uiimgorilo. N M
moat particulai I". It is sold by
SnVenihpr. 27 lull.
the uound.
DAVID at lAOTotiaHd Wll.UAM
Oliver I.ee wa
among the DOWLIN'I, ihi'ir liclrn. exfculurn. ad
visitors in alumogordo Wedneg-d- Uiflistralors and assign

New Spring Goods Fresh From
The Factories

First National Banl
Alamogordo, New Mexico

Ladies' Knit and Muslin UnuVrwtar, ladies'
and Girls' Gingham and
Dnsses,
Dress Goods, Straw Hats.
Pc-rca-

ALAMO STATE BANK
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Warren i selling the finest
stationer) bj the pound. It is
much cheaper thtt way than l.y
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FOR SAI.K: Settings of In
dian rumor duek eggs. S1..V)
for Bfteet), Mm Jodie Rsgsdsle,
eorm r Tenth street and FJortdu
ae!iiie. Alan ogor lo, N. M.
FOR SAI.K : Rhode Island
Re.ls Cockerels, S. C. and R. (
Ad.lress Postoffice Box

l'f

N. M.

Several of the Mexican young
ladies are arranging to give a
dance Saturday evening at the
Beaver's hall. Invitations are
now tiring issued.
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The fresh shipment of candies
just received at Warren's con
tains some of the most del ir inn
confections that you ever tasted.
Try a hunch and he convinced.
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Our $$.50 W. L Doughs Oxfords

in

THE PATRONAGE OF THE PUBLIC IS
SPECTFULLY SOLICITED

black

and ta aré g ing like
Cake. You
get less than fiie worth of your money
here; often more.
H-- t

.

When You Buy Meat
wont to Know that it was young and
tender when Killed and properly dressed.
A. ANDREGC.
Then phone your orders to
You

The Old Reliable Place"

G. J. Wolfinger

It Talles Many
Another verse or two
a waltz or

two-ste- p

First of all a drug atore is a place where drugs are lold. but the drug
atom of today carries a score and more of other things useful, beneficial
and luxurious.
Ours is a dmg store complete in every detail

that is

long enough, a monologue

that gets somewhere and
musical selections played as

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Bath,
Toilet and Nursery Needs, Rubber
Goods, Surgical Supplies, Sodas,
Cigars, Stationery

the composer intended, not
cut or hurried.

That Is what

Edison

Naturally we can offer yon the assurance of class and quality in everything we sell, because we know the goods and we know that they are
adapted to the needs of our customers

Amberol

ANYTHING

Records

DRUG-STOR-

ON THE CORNER

minutes, taking

offered in record form.

Jackson, Miss Klla
and the two younger girls, arrived Friday night from El PMvl
and remained until Sunday,
evening.
Mrs. A. P.

J

All Edison Phonographs
play both Amberol and

1
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Edison Standard Records.
Hare you an Edison?

SSfe
SB

a

Watches, clocks, Jewelry
neatly repaired

Y

THAT

YOU

WANT.

WE

HAVE

WARREN'S

offer
selections never before

Dcsiona

Features

TO MAKE A DRUG STORE COMPLETE

of Hie Sonus you like

one-ha- lf

States Telephone and Telegraph!
Co., with headquarters in El Pa-- j
so, as here Wednesday looking
after buaiue for the company.

RE-

nt-v-e-

These records play four and

Dean I). Clark of the Mountain

Exe-

cutes all orders of its patrons 0 the Banking
line. Interest allowed on Time Deposits.

We a e showing the biggest "money's worth"
in mt-n10 ct.. i
ct.. and i ct. half
hose in bLck, ran, and in colors.

OVCN 85 TCASr'
a

N. M.

Transacts a general Banking business.

i.

lis

t

Of Alamogordo.

er: our Sp-- . cial iocent Ribbons for hair bows
etc. are the greatest values yet.

tin
heliiK

in a In nrm-- r lo huid said elalai
indiT tin-- prm iimii nt -- oIIhii lM4 Oi
In"
ReVkwd
United
SUint" '
.. ni lheeoa
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"Stales, sad laa

horouehhred Plymouth Rock
and Rhode Island Red pullet
ami cockerels.
Inquire this ofN h and Virginia.
fice or coin
!

ev-

st l'ag'

oi Mining BaeeeaV

Xf

naal)
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i

tu olí g elalai balas rsniifOnd

Alaniiigordo Imp. Co.

Our Ribbi n stock is more complete than

--

I

pictures, as you could
see in any city in America, at
the new Alamo Theatre. Admission only leu cents.
A

p?cK ir th

highest terms of the accomodations
they here receive. This Bank; is a
Depository of the United States.

during

FOREST

s ason of 1912 must he lih d in
my office at Qlouderofr, New
Mexico, on or hefore March 1,1
1912. Full information in regard

i

PATRONS of this Bc"K

that'

all applications for permits to'
firaze ca tie, horses, hogs, sheep
u former
and
goats within the ALAMO
A
lamowordo, was here
of

Friday on
"

Applications fur Grilling Permits

j

a

Ü. UaMiUuh,

J.
1

I

::::::

Phone 32

I
I

Judge and Mm. M. C. Meebesi
H. 8. Uolloway, caahier of the
of Socorro arrived the latter part CitiEcnt' State Bank M Tularosa,
Inf. laat week for a visit with Mr wm a visitor here Wedneaday.
ami Mm. Edwin Merhem.
W. L Rutherford left Monday
Maj. Jas A. Carroll, Ifeaara. afternoon for a viait to hit old ,
A. N. Bluer and Paul K. Jette home in Marshall, Mo. He ea
of Meacalero, were xiaitom in peeta to be absent about twe

i

Alamogorrin Monday.

wka.

SYSTEMIC
CATARRH
RELIEVED
PERUNA.

$3.50 Recipe Free,
For Weak Kidneys.
..
T
J rnuucy
Jbah
Keneves urinary aim V!
Troubles, Backache, Straining,
Swelling, Etc.
T

Stops Pain in the Bladder,
Kidneys and Back.
Wouldn't it be nice within a week or so
forever to the
to begin to sav good-by- e
scalding, dribbilng. straining, or too fre- -

Also Uses
Peruna.

My Husband

passage ot urine; the forehead ana
aches; the stitches
le
In the buck; the growing muspains
and
yelcle weakness; spots before the eyes; eyelow skin; sluggish bowels: swollen
lids or ankles; leg cramps; unnatural short
breath; sleeplessness ami the despondency?
T have a recipe for these troubles that
you can depend on. and If you want to
recovery, you ought to
make a quick copy
of it. Many a docwrite and get a
tor would charge you $3.60 Just for writln
I have it and will
but
this prescription,
be glad to send It to you entirely free.
this: Dr. A. b..
line
like
me
a
Just drop
l.uck Building, Detroit.
Robinson,
by return m.til
I
it
will send
Mich., and
As you will see when
In a plain envelope.
only pure,
recipe
contains
you get It. this
has great healharmless remedies, but it power.
ing and
It will quicklv show its power once you
UBe it, so I think you had better see what
will send you a copy
It Is without delay.
freeyou can use It and euro yourself at

Delia

Mrs.

May

Sam-uel-

picture
companies this
i m on nl
test who
and

at

358

St.,
Tipton, Ind.,
The
write
1'eruna Co., as
N. Conde

follows:

-

"tight

bot-

tles of Peruna
c o m p e tely
rue of
cured

T

1

home.

ca-

ystemic

AT THE STATION

i,

whose
ac-

tarrh of several y e a r s'
standing',
and
if my husband
feels badly or
either of us
catch cold we
at once take
1'eruna."

HOUSE.

V

Stomach Trouble
Mrs. Wilson Kobinton, TIM Neaale St,
Toledo, Ohio, writes:
"1 feel like a new person. I have no
more heavy feelings, no more pain, don't
belch up gas, can eat most anything
without it hurting me. I want to be
I have gained
working all the time.

pounds.
"People that see me now and saw me
two months ago seem astonished. I tell
I will say it is
them Peruna did It.
the only remedy for spring and all other
ailments."
twenty-fou-

r ití"'":

B

H

gpsm

yiam "v1af-- 'yesssaw3S'!í
.

""

J

Judge Why did you club this man
ao severely?
Officer Out of sympathy, yer honor,
He's a poor lonely old bachelor who
has nobody else to club him.

are more or
troubled with a chronic, persistent constipation, due largely to
lack of sufficient exercise. They experience difficulty In digesting even
light food, with a consequent belching
of stomach gases, drowsiness after
eating, headache and a feeling of lassitude and general discomfort.
Ooctors advise against cathartics and
violent purgatives of every kind, recommending a mild, gentle laxative
tonic, like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
to effect relief without disturbing the
entire system.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is the
perfect laxative, easy in action, certain In effect and, withal, pleasant to
the taste. It possesses tonic proper
ties that strengthen the stomach, liver
and bowels and Is a remedy that has
been for years the great standby in
thousands of families, and should be)
in every family medicine chest. It la
equally as valuable for children as for
older people.
Druggists everywhere sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin In 50c and $100
bottles. If you have never tried It
send your name and address to Dr. W.
B. Caldwell, 201 Washington St.,
111., and he will be very glad to
end a sample bottle for trial
Most elderly people

o

HE proposition which will be urged
upon congress at its present session
to provide for the retirement and
pensioning of employes of the United States
Service Is directing public attention to one of
the bravest and most conscientious
corps of men In the world.
The
plan to pension the members of
our coast patrol who have been disabled In the performance of their
duties or who have grown gray In
rendering such humanitarian service
to heir fel!ow-mehas been agitated for some years rast Coneress at Its last
session was on the point of passing the necessary law thus to eive recognition to the
and it is believed that these faithful servants
of the people will not have to wait much longer
now to be accorded their rights for. be it known,
only seek such relief from the
the
conditions of physical disability and old age as is
freely accorded men In our military and naval

Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago

Simply Blushing.
Glllman man. It Is related, has a
very red nose, and recently a very Inquisitive person said to btm: "Please
don't take offense, but I'm curious to
know why your nose is always red"
And tbts Is the reply the inquisitive
got: "My nose is merely blushing
with pride over the fact that It has
never butted Into any one'a business.'
.
Fort Smith
A

I.ife-Savin- g

1

Times-Record-

n

Reconnoltered.

Í

s

service.

s

r

Life-Savin- g

fifty-five-

Mfe-Savln- g

d

Hopeless Case.
wld me and muh wire.
admitted old Brother Oaumpers, "am
dat. whilst we 'gree most o de time,
we don't 'gree at de same time. I kin
'gree 'bout anything and she kin 'gree
'bout anything, but we kaln't 'gree
wld each udder 'bout It. When I'm
wlllln' to 'gree wld her she won't
'gree wld me, and when she Is ready
to 'gree wld me I've changed fflun
mind and kaln't 'gree wld her. We
kin bore 'gree separate, but we kaln't
'gree togedder on de same thing at
de same time, and de mo' we tries de
wuss we gits." Puck.

"Ie trouble

Ufe-Snvln- g

I.lfp-Savln-

seven-year-ol-

Freddy burst Into the room
witb a loud "Boo!"
"Why, Freddy, dear," expostulated
she, "you mustn't open my door without knocking. 1 mightn't have been
dressed at all."
"Oh. this was all right," said Freddy. "I looked through the keyhole
flrst." Judge.

life-save-

Life-Savin- g

was dressing when

Mamma

Mon-tlcell- o,

Try

In School.
"Spell 'prohibition.' "
"I don't like dry spells."

When Your Eyes Need Care

Nor Is it merely that such a plan of retirement
and pensions will do justice fo the surfmen who.
It Is claimed, run greater risks and endure more
hardships for the wages paid them than do the
men In any other branch of the government
service Quite aside from this Is the Influence
that will be exerted upon prospective recruits
for the service. Indeed, the officials of the
Service assert that with a satisfactory
retirement and pension plan In operation a supeSpeaking Airily.
First Aviator How far is It to the rior class of men will he attracted to this vocation where so rr.':eh must needs depend upon
next gasoline reservlor?
Second
Aviator Two graveyards the Individual. And. by the way. probably very
and a spiral glide to your left, old few of our readers know that the I'nited States
Service is the largest as well as the
man. Ufe.
most efficient In the world. I.Ike the firemen
You will sneeze; perhaps feel chilly. In our cities, they are on duty all the time and
Tou think you are catching cold. Don't they risk their lives every time they go to a
Rut, for that matetr. If the surfmen did
wilt until you know it. Taka a dose of wreck
Hamlina Wizard Oil and you just can't no more than discharge the duties of their "night
tea cold.
patrol" on the lonely storm-swep- t
beaches they
"Lost A golden hour, set to 60 di-- would have to their credit more hazardous and
amond minutes. There is no reward. more arduous wcrk than almost any other class
In the community.
for It Is gone forever." Reecher.
The scone of the relief work of the Amer'oan
Service Is expanding all the while
If you would be a leader you must
During the past year the
rendered aid
Met the pace.
In the case of nearly l.0i wrecks and thanks
largely to the aid of tr.ce brave and experienced
out of this large number
men only seventy-fouproved to be a total loss
Measured In dollars
snd tents, the service rendered by these fearless men was even greater In the wrecks of
the past year there was Involved property. Including vessels and cargoes to the toial value
of I11.8SO.000, and of this amount the surprising
proportion of 110,067,000 was saved. This in Itself makes the two million dollars a year which
L'ncle Sam spends on his
Service
seem like a pretty good Investment and that Is
without taking Into consideration the lives Imperiled on the shipwrecked vessels. There were
Don't abuse or neglect
6.661 persons on hoard the craft that met disit, and you will be well
aster last year and the total loss of life, which
,
was
would have been many times that
If it becomes
repaid.
but
the succor afforded by Uncle
number
for
weak Remember
Sam's heroes of the beaches.
Former Governor William A. Newell of New
HOSTETTER'S
Jersey Is generally recognized as 'he founder of
Service and he took the Initiathe
STOMACH BITTERS
tive as the result of n marine disaster which he
ens
happened to witness during the summer of 1RT.9
invlgoratts
when the Australian bark "Count Perasto" was
wrecked on I,ong Reach. New Jersey
The thira bottle today for
teen members of the crew, all of whom were
drowned, might readily have been saved had
POOR APPETITE
there been at hand apparatus such as now conDYSPEPSIA
INDIGESTION
stitutes the regulation equipment of the United
COLDS, 6RIPPE
crews.
States
FEVER AND AGUE
MALARIA,
The need thus pointed out made so forceful an
Impression upon the mind of Mr Newell that he
soon after entered upon experiments with hows
and arrows, rockets and a shortened blunderbuss
SI a means of throwing lines to ships stranded In
TiM Owl la Ej
positions Inaccessible by small boats. Eventually
bll experiments culminated in complete success
by the use of a mortar or carroñada with ball and
tones-strength-

Atk Your Druggist for a Frea Peruna
Almanac tor 1912.

Try Murine Eye Remedy. No Smartlnjr Feels
Fine Act Quickly. Try It lor Rot, Weak,
Watery Eyea and Uramilated Eyelid. Illustrated Book to each Package. Murine is
eompoanded by oar
not a "Patent MedPbyftlrtan' Pracicine" but lifted It.
for mDT yrarv. Now didtri1 to the Pvb
tice
He and ftoid by Iinwtintr At Kc
n.1 50c unr Bottle.
Bye Balre in Aftrptlo Tubes, E-- aad ato.
Mnrln

THE SAFE LAXATIVE
FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE
lt--

r

fúóT77fCr

sor

77PQJ fort

About this time Mr. Newell was elected to
congress and on the first resolution day of the
first session of the thirtieth congress on
3. IMS. to be exact
he Introduced In the
national legislature the measure which laid the
foundation of our
Service.
The national irnvertnn nt now maintains upward of three hundred
stations distributed on the consts of the Atlantic, the Pacific, the Gulf of Mexico snd the Great Lakes
Kach of these stations li maned by a crew of
from six to eight surfmen
hardy and fearless
fellows who are splendid specimens of physical
manhood and who are sklüed In handling boats In
angry seas and In manipulating the various mechanical appliances which I'ncle Sam provides
as aids to the brawn and the quick wits of our
coast pntrolmen In the dangerous task of cheat
Ing the deep of Its prey
For devotion to a duty
that necessitates eternal vigilance and the most
fatiguing service the life savers receive the modest wage of t0 per month
Moreover they receive that pay for anly nine months a year, the
crews being laid off during June, July and August, at which season severe storms and wrecks
are almost unknown
Should a
be Injured during his summer "layoff" he not only
cannot get hack Into the service but he cannot
under existing conditions draw any pension or
retirement pay. no matter how many years he
has faithfully served the nation.
The vast majority of rescues effected by the
crews are accomplished by means of
lifeboats or surfboats These stanch craft, which,
as now manufactured, are almost unslnkable. are
the Ideal vehicles for taking considerable numbers of persons from Imperiled vessels In a limited space of time If the patrolman, who In his
vigils on the besch discovers a vessel ashore and
hastens to the
station for asslstanre.
reports that the use of a boat Is practicable elth-ethe large lifeboat Is launched from Its ways
In the station and proceeds to the wreck by water, or the lighter surfboat Is bauled overland to
a point opposite the wreck and launched as circumstances may dictate Formerly all of these
boats were propelled hy oars and many of them
yet are, but latterly there have been Introduced
big motor lifeboats, which are a vast Improve
ment In every way over their predecessors.
Ofttlmes a ship meets disaster In so dangerous
a position or with such a high tea running tbat It
Is manifestly hopeless to attempt to reach the
craft with a small boat Under such cir
line.

Jan-uar-

LIfe-Sv;n-

life-sav-

g

g

d

cumstances recourse Is hsd to the wreck gun
and beach apparatus with a view to carrying on
rescue work through the Instrumentality of the
breeches buoy or the life car. First of all a
shot with a line attached la fired across the
stranded vessel by means of a powerful little
mortar or
cannon, which will burl a
line over a wreck 400 yards distant, even In the
teeth of a gale. With this preliminary line In
their possession the crew of a shipwrecked craft
can quickly haul out a larger line and finally a
three-Inc- h
hawser Attached to the hawser Is a
board which bears In English on one side and In
French on the other Instructions as to how to
make the hawser fast to a mast or the best place
that can be found.
When the shipwrecked mariners signal that
they have obeyed Instructions as to fastening the
hawser the
on shore haul the hawser
taut and perhaps elevate the shore end hy means
of a tripod In order to lift It well clear of the
wuter. after which there Is sent off t0 the ship
a breeches buoy, suspended from a traveler block,
or a life car depending from rings running on
the hawser. Only one person at a time can be
landed by the breeches buoy, but from four to
six
people can be carried ashore at each trip
of the
life car. Whichever be the vehicle employed
trips continue until all the Imperiled persons the
are
snfely ashore, after which an Ingenious mechen-leal
device known as the hawser cutter Is
drawn
out to the wreck along the cableway
and upon
arriving at the terminus of the hawser
automatically cuts the rope, allowing the
to haul It ashore and thus preserve
Intact a valuable part of their apparatus
Ambitious Inventors are constantly devising
new forms of aparatus for the use of
the Fnlted
States
crews.
Indeed, these Inven
tlons are so numerous tbat the federal government has felt obliged to create a board of experts
whose special duty It Is to test novelties
and who
hold such trials several times a year.
not many of the new Ideas tbat are However
advanced
prove practicable, for the exacting
conditions of
the rough and ready service Involved
and the
above mentioned cl...e. f apparatus
continue to
be the standbys on which our
place
the greatest dependence. However, there
has
atterly been an advance In facilities for
signal
Ing and there Is now In use a form
of beach
so Powerful a. an lllnmlnant
Ó.
It n.ble.
that
o read tb. face of a w.u at a
dl.uncs of MM
than nine hundred feet
snub-nose-

The
Promise

Of a Good

Breakfast

s

is fulfilled tf

you start

the meal with

Post
Toasties

life-save-rs

life-savi-

Sweet, crisp, fluffy
bits of toasted corn-re- ady

to serve direct
from the pachage
with cream and sugar

Please
Particular
People

Itfe-save- rs

The

Memory

Lingers"
i. Mirk
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HAVE YOU SUSPECTED YOUR KIDNEYS?

PUBLIC FUNDS AID THE WORK
Gratifying Sign That the People Are
Awake to Value of Fight Agalnet
Tuberculoele.
Compared with the expenditures for
tuberculosia work In 1910, those of the
past year are practically the same In
the aggregate, but they are almost
double those of 1909. The National
Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, in its third annual statement, points out, however,
what it considers more significant
expenditures,
than the aggregate
namely, that the percentage of money
spent from public funds is greater In
1911 than ever before, being 66.2 per
cent, of the total. In 1909 only 53.5
per cent, of the total expenditures
was from public funds, and in 1910
it had increased to 62.6 per cent. In
1911 over $9,600,000 of the $14,500,000
spent was from federal, state, municipal or county funds. Since the chief
associawork of the
tions Is to urge the public authorities
to provide for tuberculosis patients,
and thus to assume the responsibility
for stamping out this disease, the increased percentage of public money
!s regarded as a very favorable sign
of progress.
Appropriations of over $10.000,000
for tuberculosis work in 1912 have already been made by state legislatures
and municipal and county bodies. Of
this sum about $4,700,000 is from
state appropriations, and about $5,700,-00for county and municipal purposes.
In addition to these sums, the federal
government spends about $1,000,000
every year, supporting its several special tuberculosis sanatoria.

HP

There are two wsys to tell whether you
have weak kidneys.
The first is through the pains in the back
and other outward eigne. The second is
by examination of the kidney secretions.
That is why physicians make such a
careful examination when you apply for
insurance, and if there is any sign oí kidney trouble you are surelv rejected.
Kidney disease is so dangerous that it
is a bad mistake to overlook or neglect it,
and if pain in the back, recurring headaches, or a fretful, nervous, tired condition
makes you suject some kidney trouble,
take the trouble to watch the kidney secretions. Look for any of the following
signs:

backache, rheumatic pain, nervousness,
bloating and other results of kidney
disease.
The following case is typical of the cure
effected by Dnan's Kidney Pills. Grateful
testimony is the best evidence.

There are Two Ways to Find
Out Whether tfye Kidneys
are Sick or Weak

".

Cured After Doctors Gave Up Hop
H. R. Hatch, 2576 Cedar Street, Everett,
Washington, says: "I doubt if anyone ever

suffered more than I did from kidney trouble. 1 endured the greatest agony anyone
can imagine. My back so bad I could hardly walk. The least jar was or sudden misstep caused sharp twinges through my
loins that fairly made me groan. dreaded
to stoop for I knew what I had to u!;t;f
when I straightened. At times the kidney
secretions passed much too freely, while
again there was a marked retention. The
secretions were almost like blood, offensive
in odor and terribly painful in passage. I
treated with several physicians and consulted two specialists in Seattle and one in
Tacoma. They all told me I had Bright'a
disease and could expect to live only a
short time. Finally I began using Doan'e
Kidney Pills on a friend's advice, and to
my surprise, I received prompt relief. I
continued and was completely cured.
Though 75 years of age, I am as supply
and active as any man in the country."

More or less than three snd one half
pints passed daily.
Too dark or too psle a color.
Passages too frequent, profuse, or much
reduced, or scalding and painful.
Sandy, gritty or cloudy settlings.
Fst or
layer which gathers
on the surface when allowed to stand,
thickening.
or a jelly-lik- e
Staining of the linen or bad odor.

1

oily-looki-

l

AT THE CRISIS.

SAVED

Temporary changes may occur for a time
fr rn things eftten. but if the changed appearance continues, vour kidnevs are out
of order and need help. Neglect may prove
serious.
Donn's Kidney Fills correct and regu-- i
late the kidney secretions, stimulate and
heal sick kidneys, and thereby drive away

"Oh, what

"When Your Back

a fainr

b Lame Remember the Name"

DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS
Sold by all Dealers,

price 50 cents.

Co, Buffalo, ft Y,

Foster-Milbu- rn

Proprietors

0

VERDICT

FAVORABLE

A

8UDDEN

ONE

DISCOVERY.

Small Girl's Pretty Answer to Stupid
Question of Inquisitive
Busybody.

PITIFUL SIGHT WITH ECZEMA

She was a pretty little tot. and everybody who knew her took pleasure
"A few days after birth we noticed in i ausir.g to ask her some kind of a
an Inflamed spot on our baby's blp question, merely to show an Interest
which soon began spreading until and for the pleasure of hearing the
baby was completely covered even In musical cadence of her voice. Some
his eyes, ears and scalp. For eight of the questions were what might be
weeks he was bandaged from head to termed leading, but for all she invari-ubbud so:r,e kind of an answer.
foot. He could not have a stitch of
clothing on. Our regular physician Among these latter Inquiries was one
pronounced It chronic eczema. He Is from an intrusive busybody, who was
a very able physician and ranks with old enough to know better, but who
trlch or paradise feathers make the the best In this locality, nevertheless, belonged to a class of persons who
best trimming for these caps of vel- the disease began spreading until never learn. Knowing that the little
vet, with pointed crowns, and brims baby was completely covered. He (drl had only recently become the posof
are finished with a was losing flesh so rapidly that we be- sessor of a young and attractive stepband of marten and loops of the gold came alarmed and decided to try Cutl-cur- a mother, with a curiosity Inborn she
asked her very frankly:
Soap and Ointment.
lace that Is fulled about the face. Most
"Well, Pollyklns, how do you like
Cutl-enra
I
using
until
"Not
commenced
of these combinations are equally
Soap and Ointment could we tell your stepmother?"
good with silver lace and with It a
The child raised her blue eyes gravegreater variety in color of velvet may what he looked like, as we dared not
wash him, and I had been putting one ly, and with her face glowing with
be used.
These rich hats, are particularly application after another on him. On heppiaess replied:
.
"Oh, very much, indeed, Mrs.
good from one standpoint. They may removing the scale from his bead the
We fit very nicely, considerbe worn with almost any gown or cos- hair came off, and left him entirely
tume. Although the Initial expense of bald, but since we have been using ing that she got us ready made."
a good fur bat is considerable the fur Cutlcura Soap and Ointment he has Judge.
lasts for many seasons, In fact almost as much hair as aver. Four weeks
Indefinitely and may be used again after we began to use the Cutlcura A LEAKAGE THAT CAN BE EA8ILY
STOPPED.
Soap and Ointment he was entirely
and again.
How many people who read this article.
In millinery many cheap fura are cured. I don't believe anyone could realize
the weighty Influence of one little
necessity of life baking powder on the
used that are about as effective aa have eczema worse than our baby.
living.
coat
of
"Before
we
Remused
the
Cutlcura
more costly ones, but have not the
Yet It la a leakage that can easily be
same durability. They are called by edies we could hardly look at him, be topped If the housewife will only pay a
more attention to the choice of her
the names of sealskins which they are waa such a pitiful sight He would little
baking powiler.
Some thIAk there la
made to Imitate, and answer the pur- fuss until I would treat blm, ther economy In buying the cheap "Big Can"
Baking
Baking Powders
Powders.
These
to
ao
aemed
relieve
Cutlhim
much.
pose for one or two seasons, very well.
are net always uniform, and sometimes
Marten and skunk are very desirable cura Soap and Ointment stand by produce failures In the baking, and the
la that more Is lost In one or two
and fox also will stand the sort of themselves and the result they quick- result
plled bakings than you spend on bakly and surely bring la their own rec- ing
wear It gets In millinery very well.
powder In the whole year. The cheap
"Big Can" Baking Powders should be
Just now there Is a fad for bat muff ommendation." (Signed) Mrs. T. B. avoided.
On the other hand, many housewives
and neckpiece made of velvet or satin Rosser, Mill Hall. Pa.. Feb. 20, 1911.
Although Cutlcura Soap and Oint- feel that a baking powder la of no value
and bordered with fur. Tbe pieces
they pay 60 centa a pound for It
unless
match, and many an old set of furs ment are sold by druggists and deal-er- a the price charged for the high priced
everywhere,
brands. This la a mistake, aa
"Trust"
a sample of each,
is being cut up the good parts pieced
the beat baking powder that can be made
book, will be mailed free can
be sold for Sc per pound If the
Into bands and used to decorate such with
la satisfied with a reasonable
sets. Sometimes a bag Is included In on application to "Cutlcura," Dept. profit There
Is one brand on the market
OHt meets these requirements.
the pretty outfit. Altogether the re- 29 K. Boston.
It la
CALI" MET BAKINO POWDER, result Is very pleasing.
by
leading
physicians
chemand
No Claim for Reciprocation.
Uta: used In millions of homo; and
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
Jack Reevea tella this on Felix Mc- rven the Highest Award at the World'a
Food Exposition.
Carthy, who used to drive a night
before
back
he
presl
retired
to
the
frills and mounted one above tbe
't
Representative.
Uncle
dency of a refectory, where the goods
other.
Sharp
Senator
John
Williams tells
sold
from
are
wood:
the
Materials required: Four and one-ha"I didn't see you at Murphy's fu- of a negro lad In a southern town who
yards 46 inches wide,
f
was not the least zealous of Uncle
yard black satin 20 Inches wide, three neral," said an acquaintance to Mc- Sam's servants.
One day when the
Carthy.
you
"What'a
the
reason
didn't
buttons.
mall bag for that town was thrown
go?"
from the train the pouch was caught
"Why should
Mcreturned
MAKEUP OF THE COIFFURE Carthy, somewhat touchlly.
"Sure, up by this diminutive courier, who
started off, aa was hla wont, on a brisk
Murphy nlver attended my funeral."
trot to the postoffice.
Origin! Effects Sought After by the New Tork Telegraph.
As he was rounding a corner of tbe
Smartest Women Who Set the
he encountered a larger boy,
station
Fashions of Parla.
THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUINGL
with the result that the little courier
waa upset. When the latter got up
This year there is little absolute
Talk No. 5.
readjusted himself be turned upon
and
sovelty In tbe matter of balr arAvoid liquid bluing. In every city
rangement to chronicle, yet the there Is an accumulation of Junk bot- tbe other exclaiming:
"Look heab! Yo' wants to be keer-fu- l
changes, though subtle, are none the tles which are gathered up and filled
'bout dls chile! When yo' jars me
less potent a frequent experience aa with a weak solution called bluing.
yo'
Jars de gov'ment of de United
la demonstrated when one puts on Don't buy water for bluing
States. I carries de mail!"
an old hat, carefully cheriabed. even
Buy RED CROSS BALL BLUE; a
when no distinct change In fashion
package equals 10 cents' worth
A Friend?
has taken place.
of liquid blue. Makes clothes whiter
"I taw a friend of yours the other
The most Important aspect of tbe than snow
AT ALL GOOD GROday."
coiffure nowsdaya It tbe silhouette It CERS.
"Did you ? Who was be?"
produces, a fact ta union with tbe
"Puffingion. He waa telling ua
Woman's Way.
whole spirit of dress And this Is
thai Drat point to be carefully, no"A woman'a convention, eh? What how he picked you out of tbe gutter
do women know about enthusiasm T and set you on your feet."
ticed and attained. A low, full outline Is the one most generally sought Now, at the laat national convention
Guarding the Money.
after, and attained quite easily by the we men cheered our candidates for
"Why waa be guarded by tbe poaa hour."
aid of many clever frames and ad"That s all right." said hla wife. lice?"
justments
provided.
A
decidedly
"They were afraid somebody else
"We threw klasea at ours for sixty-seveEastern effect Is one of the most novould get his money."
minutes by tbe clock."
ticeable featnree In tbe new dressings which should not be overlooked
rt URirr Aorr
by the woman who would be In the
Nl lit 11.1 I I" THr SYMTrM
Important to Mothers
r Un
OM ScrMl.rd ulU'V Í - I ATM knit
Examine carefully every bottle of dill.
ran of fashion. In tbe evening, this
I. TOM14
aaue hai ,.. are uuiu
un et.ry e it.,
fveeaaia Is aiaielr erial
has Its opportunity, and Paris al- CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for 1ii wing
It I, naai, galoJo aad Ir. ata Leai.-- r
infanta
and
children,
see
aad
that It I aa, and th,
rft.-ready tpeaka authoritatively of "La
(via fur (ruea
i.
tatú
au4 eaiidrea. IS ee4
Bears the aSVeaT
Grand Mogul."
M rfaáaTa"- ". st
m
aV .
Then In the arrangement of the Signature of
If a woman atlll haa faith In her
long hair a decided vogue may be In Use For Over SO Tears
husband after reading what tbe oppoprophesied for wide, soft plaits aad Children Cry for Fletcher's Castor ia sition, says of htm when running for
twists, frequently msde of
office, her loyalty Is the real thine;.
hair, which breaka tbe formality aad
Aad sometimes tbe girl's father for
throws other lines Into those embids a young man the house, wbea
A man knowa more at twenty-onployed by the treatment of plaiting
It wasn't the house he wanld
than be may be able to forget st fifty
or twisting. A chic arrangement
takes the form virtually of a chignon for want of a better word
covered with a very wide, soft plait
of waved hair, the feet beiag of
broken llaea intertwined which give
lights,
different shades aad pretty
while It Is not till close examination
that the plait Itself la dlaUnguiahed.
y
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FURS

millinery have never been

well received, as during the

winter. It seems that
the vogue for gold and sliver
laces and nets, and their Introduction
with cloth of gold and silver Into
gowns, has made fur tho best of all
ttumhing touches and milliners have
used this beautiful combination In
many rich and becoming hats.
All furs have been used, but skunk,
marten and fox are great favorites
for trimming. They are used In bands
and borders rather than In entire hats,
The shorts furs like sealskin, beaver,
ermine and broadtail, make up entire
hats, and mink Is a favorite used In
either way.
One of the handsomest hats la a
eealskln over a small
foundation. I.s only trimming Is a
prim little cravat bow and ends of
ermine poised at the front. A hat of
gold satin In the French sailor shape
Is trimmed Into two rows of gold lace
the "tarnished brass" color describing the color accurately.
The lace
was edged with narrow border of sable and a paradise feather like the sable fur In color, but shaping to gold,
furnished the trimming.
Black velvet shape trimmed with the
heavy lacea In white are handsome
with skunk borders or bands. Soft
capa of gold net lined with silk to
match are finished with a broad band
of marten about the face. Fancy oa- bell-shape- d

COAT OF REVERSIBLE

CLOTH
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well-wave-
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e
Thick woolly cloth, gray oa the
and plaid on the Inside, la a sed
bare. The large collar is of plaid, with
a smaller one In aatln outside; tbe
cuffs are also composed of tbe two.
Thre buttona, with
corresponding
loops, form fastening belor the collar
Hat of (U, trimmed with silk, cat la
out-aid-

YoVCaivt Begin too Earltj
Habit is hard to overcome, but why
continue to shoot ammunition that does
not do justice to your skill, simply
because you have always used it.

To make the most of your marksmanship at target practice or game
shooting you need the swiftest and best
balanced ammunition made.

Jib

At''

Mrs. Haymore How is that mule
you bought of tbe deakln, Silas; Is he

fast?
Haymowe (limping) No, not entirely; I discovered his hind lega are
loose.
A

AMMUNITION

TRAIN LOAD OF TOBACCO.

(Not

r
Carloads Purchased for
Lewis' Single Binder Cigar
Factory.
What Is probably the biggest lot of
all fancy grade tobacco held by any
factory In the United States has Just
been purchased by Frank P. Lewis, of
Peoria, for the manufacture of Lewis'
Single Binder Cigars. The lot will
carloads, and is semake twenty-fou- r
lected from what Is considered by experts to be the finest crop raised In
many years. The purchase of tobacco
Is sufficient to last the factory more
than two years. An extra price was
paid for the selection.
Smokers of
Lewis' Single Binder Cigars will appreciate this tobacco.
Peoria Star. January 16, 1909.

Made by

Twenty-fou-

'

Robin Hood Ammunition reduces the "kick"
because mil the torce of the powder It used to
propel tbe shot or bullet. As natural and scientific result Robin Hood will shoot quicker nod
snth greater accuracy then any other aanunttion.
Prove It St test.
Ash roer dealer for Robin
Hood shot shells of metallic cartridges, or write
ut it he is not supplied. Our interesting catalogue
it free to every bud who carnet i gun,

ROBIN HOOD AMMUNITION OC.
5th Street, Swanton, Vt.
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Womanlike.
Crawford How did your wife come
to buy you all those suspenders?
Crabshaw I think she wanted the
pretty boxes they came in. Judge.
If you can't marry the one you love,
try to love the one you marry.

a Trust)

lottled with out own smokeless powécrt which
prod ace s manmun nozzle velocity by barning
progrettivclr ail sUmg tks eWrW.
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What AOs You
Do too

weak, tired, despondent, have fr
tongue, bitter or bad taste ia morning,
"heart-burn,- "
belching of gas, acid risings in throat after
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy apella,
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times snd kindred
feel

acoca, coaled

symptoms ?

If roo have any considerable number of the
hove eyanptoma you ere uttering' frota hilsoaa
ees. torpid liver with indigeeffcaa, or dyspepsia.
Dr. Pie roe a Golden Medical Discovery ia made

of the asoat valuable medicinal principles
known to ssedieel acicatee for the permanent
cwre of each abnormal conditions. It ia a asoat
efficient brer in vig orator, stomach tonic, bowel
regulator and nerve Strang thenar.
Med01 Diacovery" is not a patent medicine or secret sjostraea.
Sm
a lull hat of ita ingredients being printed on its
er
and attested
oa,h- - A glance at these will show that it
contains no alcohol, or harmful
drugs. It is a fluid extract msde with pare, tn ed
glycerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical
loreat plants.
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo N V.
asp
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bottle-wrapp-

habit-formin- g

W. L. DOUGLAS
2.25,
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'5 SHOES

All Sty tae. All Leathera, All Sisea aad
far Mea, Women and Boys.
THE STANHARIi of (it ALITY

Width,
afjasVlBBHBHeh.

FOR OVCR 30 YEARS
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
pre W. L Doug-la- s shoe a trial. W. L
Douglas name stamped on a shoe guarantees superior quality and more Talue
for the money than other makes. His
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and interior shoes. Insist upon having
genuine w. L i?ugtas shoes.
11 line
i lake tvo substitute.
'SUEZ
.how to omnia it hail
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Legal Notices

Statk or New Mexico,
County of Otero.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO.

office of

state

THE

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
I. George W. Armijo.' Clerk of the
SUM corporation commission of tht
State of New Mexico, do hereby certify
that there was filed for record in thi
office at Nine o'clock A. M. on
day of January, A. D. 1912

Newspaper For All The Family

boost Alamogordo.

fore-roin-

TRADING COMPANY
(No. 7053).
.
i .i .
ioi-- ,
and also, that 1 have comparea uie f.i
.
ong-lowing copy of the same, with the
inal thereof now on file, and declare it
to be a correct transcript therefrom
and of the whole thereof.
In Testimony Whereof, I have here- .
..Wvorl tVip f;.l of
á
á
BJU
UlilU Bet 111 u.in.l
JltlilU .nrl
... ,u r;,,, nf Qnnt!)
!
tJ r

"

rTZZ'
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dav of January,
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Its news columns are free from

1

bias or editorial comment. The
news reports carry only the
facts in the case, Icaviiig the
readers to form their own
conclusions.
Readers will find in The News
nothing that they would be unwilling or ashamed to have

know All

Men by

These Presents,

That we the persons whose name are
hereunto subscribed, for the purpose of
forming a corporation under and in accordance with the laws of the State of
New Mexico, do hereby make and enter
jntn the following statement in writing
,and acknowledge the same aa the Articles of Incorporation of said company,
to-w- it:

L
'

their little children read.

The name of the said corporation shall
be and is
CLOUDCROFT TRADING COMPANY
II.
The principal office of said company
'iid State shall be located in the
in
town Of North Cloudcroft. in the county

Mvi,o. nndth,

of said corporation
is i . S. Kiggs. upon wnon process is- sued againsi said corporatiun may be
name

of the

ag-- nt

served.

Republican in politics, progressive in views, yet conservative
in criticism of people and parties differing in political faith.
Not under control of any of the
"interests", and not under
pledge to "stand hitched".
Just, fair, and impartial in the
treatment of all other matters
as well.

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING
Printing that is artistic requires more than
mere stock and equipments-it

requires that

ideas be combined
If

t t

with

first-clas-

s

stock

We
and equipment.
furnish the ideas, and
deliver every job un-

der an absolute guarantee. If the work is
unsatisfactory, it costs
A trial
you nothing.
order is enough to
convince and is free if
unsatisfactory.

j

III.
The objects for which said corporation is formed shall be and are as follows: To carry on a general wholesale
and retail mercantile business in the
spid town of North floudcroft: to buy,
sell and exchange merchandise and produce of even- description; to buy, sell,
lease, acquire and hold and dispose of
real estate and other property in con- r.ection with the carrying on of its said
mercantile business.
-

IV.
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MAJOR.
Attorney at
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Law.
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Attorney at Law
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E.

Physician and Surgeon
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OF
OP
The total authorized capital stock of
STOCKHOLDERS
OP
eornoratíon hall be and is twentv
COMPANY
thooaand dolían, and the same .hail CLOUDCROPT TRADING
Know All Men bv These Presents,
eonaiat of two thousand shares of the
that, whereas, a certificate of incorpor- par value of ten dollars each.
ation of the CLOUDCROFT TRADING
y
COMPANY, to be incorporated under
The amount of capital stock with
in accordance with the laws of the
comwhich the said corporation shall
State of New Mexico, has been signed
menee business shall be and is fifty-tw- o
an'' acknowledged by the undersigned
hundred dollars
who are all the incorporators of the
VI.
named therein.
The names and Kist office addresses proposed corporation
Tbe total amount of an-- 1
and subicriliers to
of th
the capital stock and the number of thonzed capital stock of said proposed
shares subscribed for bv each, an- - as corporation is twenty thousand $2a- 0OU.OU) dollars, diiided into two thous-- 1
follows:
and shares of the pnr value of ten
H. O. Riggs Mayhill New
$5o0 00 W'.oo) dollars eacn, ana
Mexico, fifty shares
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Sale

Alamogordo,

N. M.

will on the fth day of April A. D., 1912.
at ten o dock m the forenoon of said
taw tnmt door of tlw Coort
(ty,
House at Alamogordo. Otero County,
For
Notice
Publication
New Mexico, sell at public auction for
DEPAR.MENT
OF THE INTERIOR Ca.h to the highest bidder the folluwmg
U. S. LAND OFFICE
property:

--

Lot No. 15 in Block No. 72 in the
at Las rruc s, N. M.
January 11. 1912. Town of Alamogordo, Otero County.
Notice is hereby given that Sarah E. New Mexico, according to the recorded
Anglin. of Mountain Pa'rk. N. M.. who. plat thereof
on April 17, Ii7. made Homestead
And that I will apply the proceeds of
entry. No. 5323021.6l, for SW',NW said sale to the payment of said judg- Kange ment and costt
'4, section J. lownship lb
11 E. N M P Meridian, has filed notice
EDWIN MECHEM. SPECIAL
make Final five year TEK
intention
to
f
ii
Proof- - to establish claim to the land Harry H. McElroy.
I
Tl
I
I
J
t O n.f Trarner
uescnoeu,
Attorney for plaintiff.
a""
"eiore
LCommissioner,
at Alamogordo. Tucumcari, New Mexico.
N- - M.. on the 12th day of March. 1912.
36
"
'e,8on- - " M"nt"
k. N. M.
Notice for Publication
Whereas. It is stated and certified ?'
C. E. Smith Cloudcroft, New
1. naynes, 01
j.
50".00lin said certificate of incorporation that
Mexico, fifty shares
DEPARTMENT
OF THE INI EHIOR,
Jessie Green, of
five hundred ami twenty shares of the
F'. S. Riggs Cloudcroft, New
S.
of
Kotoski.
U.
S.
LAND
OFFICE
8í).00 authorized capital stock of said propos-- l
Mexk-oeighty shares
JOSK GONZALES
at Las Cruces. N. M .
ed corporation has been subscribed and
A. J. Swojie Cloudcroft, New
Register.
January 26. 1912
",.'. on fully paid in cash.
Mexico, fifty shares
Now Therefore, It is hereby
Mrs.
J. Swope Cloudcroft,
Notice is hereby given that James F.
Notice For Publication
vided and declared that no stockholder 's
BO, fifty shares
New V
Pndmore, of Shamrock, N. M., who,
hat ility for unpaid stock issued by said DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, on August 23, 1911, made homuelead
L. L. Goss Cloudcroft, New
.
li).00 corporation beyond the amount of the
Mexico, ten shares
g LAND OPPlCE
entry. No. 06962, for W N W , .N',-IWJcapital so certified to have lieen actual-to- u
W. E. Mi mil Cloudcroft. New
Section 7, Township
S. Rang
at Koswell. New Mexico.
in rash at the time of the rom- M- hrf nai.1
Mexico, thirty shares
r
10 E. N M P Meridian, has Had notice
No.
Serial
"22
Januarv
1912.
'ó
6.
mencement of usiness of said coi"pora- Jno. Smith Cloudcroft, New
of intention to make Final live year
notice is nereny given th:it trtgar Proof, to establish
SOOLOOitfoa, and beyond such liability there,
Mexico, fifty shares
claim to the land
Watts,
N.
of Dunken.
M.. who, on
shall be no stockholders liai)ility on ac-- !
Melvis Smith Cloudcroft, New
aiiove described, before the County
fioo.ou count of the stock issued by said cor-- , March 15. 1910, msde Homestead En-- ! Clerk
Mexico, fifty shares
of Otero County, at Alimogordo.
'
Serial. No. rr2i7. for N1 , of N1,. N.
ponttion.
J. C. Walker Cloudcroft. New
M., on the 14th dy of March. 1912.
I0O.011
Range lfi-In Witness Whereof, the parties Section 15. Township
Mexico, ten shares
C.tmn names as witnesses:
hereunto Mil, riled their names this N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Lee Walker Cloudcroft. New
W.
L. Garrison, of Shamrock. N. M.
make
intention
to
Final
day
Commutation
2O0.0U
ICth
of January. 1912.
Mexico, twenty shares .
of
H. O. Riggs. C E. Smith. F. S. Proof, to establish claim to the land John St"
C. E. Bass Cloudcroft, New
of Alamogordo, N. M.
lnj.Oli Ríkks. A. J. Swope. Mr. A. J. Swot, "hove described, before Frederick C. S. Price.
Mexico, ten íharts
L. L. Goss, W. E. Merrill, Jno. Smith, Hunter. U. 9. Commissioner, in his of. James Pennimore, of Cloudcroft. N M.
A. C. Bass Cloudcroft, New
LOMÓ Vvlvis Smith. J. C. W. Iker. Lee Walk- - fi". a Mayhill.
M.. on the 2oth day
Mexico, ten shares
JOSE GONZALES.
er. C. E. Bass. A. C. Bass. C. F. Bass. of February. Ial2.
26
C. F. Bass Cloudcroft. New
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ltO.OO Nadine Riggs, K. S. Wtums. Elihu Joy.
Mexico, ten shares
Hugh E. Barkley.
of Mayhill. N. M.
Nadine Riggs ( loiidcroft. New
State of New MniOO,
Advertised Let ten List
Drayden S. Mills.
of Dunken. N. M.
230.00
Mexico. 2f shares.
ss.
Jonathan W. VanWinkle of "
CorNTY of Otero.
"
K. S. Weems Cloudcroft, New
List of A.I vertiseil letters for
Fred Cox.
of
00. on
Mexico, ten shares
On this lfith day of January. 1912,
,,,e
e,k
lng Feb. 7. 1911.
T.
C.
New
Cloudcroft,
TILLOTSON.
Elihu Joy
before me personally appeared, H. O.
1!
M , I'iMiKiíIice.
Ala'iiogonlti,
N.
lol'.ISI
Register.
Mexico, ten shares
Riggs. C. K. Smith. F. S. Rigga. A. J.
VII.
Swoiie, Mrs. A. J. Swope, L. L. Goss.
P.
Arilar, J.
Notice of Mister's Sal
The period for which said corporation w. E. Merrill. Jno. Smith. Melvis
rUrela, BeWiarin, S.
shall continue is fifty years from and Smith. J. C. Walker. Lee Walker, C.
IN' THE DISTRICT COURT. THIRD
,
Viiu, Mia .l.
after the date of incorporation
E. Bass. A. C. Bass. C. F. Bass, Na- - JUDICIAL DISTRICT. COUNTY OF
Mia('ruMta
dine Riggs, K. S. Weems and Klihu OTERd. THE STATK OF NEW MEX- VIII
Haleomb,
Wirt 2.
The board of directors of said n.rpor- - Joy, to me known to be known to be ICO. John C. Ferrier
John C.
M. nitiiya. Mrs. KrandequiU
at ion shall have the power to make and the persons described in and who exe- - Roberta, et BL, No. 1040. In pursuance
may cuted the foregoing instrument, and of judgment rendered in the above
but such
alter the
Muro, Jesua
be altered or repealed by the stock- - acknowledged that they executed the styled court and eause. whereby pliin-ho- i
Misa Kina
same as their free act and deed.
era.
tiff obtained judgment against defend
Mullen,
Carl
f
In Witness Whereof, The above! In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto ant John C. Roberts and Mal inda J.
Paniagua, II. M.
named incorporators have hereto sub- - set my hand and affixed my official seal Roberts for 11080.98, with eight per
scribed their names this 16th day of the day and year in this certificate last cant interest per annum from date of
I'adierna, Olopaa L.
above written.
January 1M2. '
judgment, to wit. No. 15th. 1911 with
I'lnllips. Mist 1'earl
J. IRVING BAILEY.
H. O. Rigga, C. E. Smith. P. S.
costs of suit and sale, and
toréelo.- Tell,
Lewia
Notary Public. Otero Co.. N. M. ure and sale of the nrooertv herrin.ft.r
Riggs. A. J. Swope. Mrs. A. J. Swope.
When calling for above lettera
I
L L Goaa, W. E. Merrill. Jno. Smith,
described.
sel
Melvia Smith. J. C. Walker. Lee Walk- My Commission Expire March 8, 1916.
NOTICE IS HF.REBY GIVEN That
"T Advert ise.l and Day
er, C. E. Baas, A. C. Baas, C. F. Base,
ENDORSED
j I, Edwin Mechem, Special
Master heat- - one cent.
No. 7054, Cor. Ree d Vol. 6 Page 146 tofore appointed by the
Nadine Kigg. K S. Weems, Elihu Joy.
court heroin, j
J. . Hawking, P. M.
MAS-WiiFH- V
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LET US PRINT FOR YOU

R. M.

Attorneys at

I

on this
A. D. 1912.

COMPANY.

Physician and Surjaon.

I

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF ri.OlMlCROFT TRADING
I

D"

g

...

GEO. W. ARMIJO
Seal
Clerk, State Corporation Commission of
New Mexico.

!

I

317-lo- v.

CLOUDCROFT

:.

.

Mrs. A. J. SwoDe. L. L. Goss,
Merrill, Jno. Smith, Melvis
E.
W.
Walker, C.
Smith, J. C. Walker,
Bass, A. C. Bass, C. F. Bass, Na- line Riggs, K. S. Weems and Elihu
to me known to be persons de- New Mexico.
scribed in and who executed the
CHAS. E. THOMAS,
acknowledged
and
instrument,
County Clerk.
24
that they executed the same as their
and
deed.
free act
In Witness Whereof, I have here- - IN THE DISTRICT COUliTOF THE
t- mvj hnnH anri Hftivd mv" official Tinun ümniPiAi
íintr
iiu nvivi OP
inmu u LiVviau niCTPTrT
gea, h d
gnd
fa thjs certificate
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO, IN
.
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OTERO.
J. IRVING BAILEY
Seal
N.
Méx.
Co.,
Public,
Otero
Notary
Plaintiff
C. C. Carroll,
vs
My Commission Expires March 8, 1915.
No. 1080
Southwestern Mining and
ENDORSED
Smelting Company
6
Vol.
No. 7052, Cnr. Rec'd.
Defendant
CLOUDCROFT TRADING COMPANY
This cause coming on to be heard this
Certificate of INCORPORATION.
Filed in the office of State Corpora day upon the return of the summons
tion Commission Jan. 23, 1912, 9 A. M, 'herein returned "not served" and an
affidavit to the satisfaction of the
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk Court that process cannot be served
upon the defendent within the State of
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. 0.
New Mexico and the Court being fully
.Tan
Hav
97th
RomrH
of
thia
r;iH for
uary A. D. 1912, at 9.25 o'clock A. M., advised in the premises finds that the
and duly recorded in Book 27, page 314--; defendant should be directed and order-- !
6
of Corporation Records of Otero ed to enter its appearance herein, other- wise the Court shall order the Clerk of
Co., New Mexico
this Court to enter appearance for the
CHAS. E. THOMAS,
Seal
County Clerk. defendant.
it is therefore considered, ordered
and adjudged by the Court that th"
XTW VFXICO.
STATE
lietendent do cause its appearance to
OFFICE OF THE STATE CORPORATION
be entered herein on or before the 18th
commission.
;dav of Mareh A D 1912 and that jf
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON, 88d appearance is not so entered, the
I, George W. Armijo, Clerk of the Clerk of this Court shall enter appear- State Corporation Commission of the ance for the said defendant.
It is further ordered that a copy of
State of New Mexico, do hereby certify
that there was filed for record in this this order oe pUDlUKtea in ihk alamo-offic- e
at Nine o'clock A. M. on the GORDO .news for four successive weeks.
t ,n t r ho r.
uju f Inn
ifiwemy-wiir- a .i a j ajr to t aunar, v. ini)
u tk.i lafl r- here- day
the
days
before
return
Irty
Declaration and Certificate of Non-Lia- t!"S
rder sha"
a C01'"
UMV of RtwlrhnUM. of
lit posted in thre public places within
CLOUDCROFT TRADING COMPANY
the County of Otero, and State of
(No. 7054).
towit: one copy at the front
and also, that I have compared the fol- door of the Court House, Alamofrordo,
lowing crpy of the same, with the orig- one copy at the corner of Tenth Street
inal thereof now un fie, and declare it and New York Avenue. Alamogordo
to be a correct transcript therefrom and one copy in front of the Post Office. Alamogordo, said notices to be
and of the whole thereof.
In Testimonv Whereof. I have here- - posted for four weeks and that the ex- unto 6et my hand and attixed the seal piration of said four weeks be not less
of said Commission, at the City of San- - than thirty days before the return day
thereof.
ta Fe, the Capital, on this Twenty-fift- h
day of January, A. D. 1912.
Done at Estancia, New Mexico this
GEO. W. ARMIJO.
22nd. day of January. 1912.
Seall
lerk. State Corporation Commission of
EDWARD L. MEDLER.
Mew Mexico.
Judee Third Judicial District of New
14
DECLARATION AND CERTIFICATE Mexico.

be

Articles of Incorporation of

Suited to the needs of all the
people of Alamogordo and Otero
County, because it is representative of the best interests of
all the people.
As willing and eager to boost
Cloudcroft, Tularosa, or any
other Otero County town as to

D

0n th8 16th d,y 0f January, 1912,
before me personally appeared, EL O.
kitrtra C. E. Smith. F. S. KiflTiTS, A. J.

CORPOKATION

COMMISSION.

A

and Certificate of
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
of Stockholders of
p. : St. JAKVUS
CLOUDCROFT TRADING COMPANY
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission Jan. 23. 1912, 9 A. M.
Dent 1st
G0. W. ARMIJO, Offlc loth St upumlla 4 rren
Clerk.
l'iiimt) 71.
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. 0.
l mi
M.
A Mi MU
A
Fled for Record this 27th day of lan-M.,
uary A. D. 1912, at 9.25 o'clock A.
and duly recorded in Book 27, page
J. G. HOi.MES, M D.
18 of Corporation Records of Otero Co. ,
Declaration
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